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Josef Drahy, Ing., CSc
Concern Enterprise SKODA, Plzen, CSSR

DEVELOPMENT OF STEAM Tt,TRBINES JEN THE EIGHTIES.

Output per unit and inlet steam parameters*

The development forecasts for steam turbines for fossi!

fuel power stations in the fifties expected approximately

linear continuous increase in the basic parameters, i.e. oui

put per unit, pressure and temperature of input steam. The

output per unit increase really did continue and, even thou^

rather slowly, it has been increasing to the present time.

After a relatively large number of double-shaft 1,300 MW tua

bines has been put into operation in the USA, to this time

it has reached the following limits:

a) fossil fuel power stations

- 1,200/1,380 Mv/ in a single-shaft turbine, 3,000 rpm at

a Leningrad Works

- 850 MW in a MAN single-shaft turbine, 3,600 rpm

b) nuclear power stations

- 1,500 MW in an Alsthom-Atlantique turbine, 1,500 rpm

- 1,360 t'V/ in a General Electric turbine, 1,800 rpm.

Today we may state that the real maximum output of tur-

bines is actually less than it was expected at the beginning

of the fifties when the expected maximum output per unit in

a turbine was:

2,000 MW in 1980 and 3,000 MW in 1985.

On the other hand the originally very rapid enhancemeni

of the parameters of input steam which culminated by putting

into operation two significant turbines on the turn of the

fifties and the sixties;

- 125 IlW General Electric turbines in the Philo power static

(1957) operating at input steam 31 MPa, 593/566/538 °C

- 325 I.IW \7estinghouse turbines in the Eddystone power static

(I960) operating at input steam 34.5 MPa, 652/566/566 °C,

The problems which appeared in these blocks and were c<

nected with the relevant steam generators on the one hand ai

with a decreased service usability and thus, to a great exti
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unattainment of expected technological and economic parameters
on the other hand caused subsequent deterioration of parame-
ters in operation and largely led to stoppage of further en-
hancement of input steam parameters. Development which followec
and which ia valid till now leads to the usage of two groups
of parameters:
a) "above critical" with medium inlet pressure 23,5 MPa, tempe-

rature 535/535 QC, exceptionally increased to 565 °C. Units
of this type with the output ranging from 300 to 800 MW are
being preferred and operated in large numbers mainly in the
USSR and the USA, in smaller numbers also in a number of
other countries

b) "subcritical" with inlet pressure 16,2 to 18 MPa, tempera-
ture 535/535 °C, exceptionally up to 565 °C.

In recent years the results of a number of studies, mostly
from the USA, GPR and Japan showing the possibilities of de-
creasing the specific heat - consumption of a 700 to 800 MW
turboset by up to '6 to 10 per cent were published in the li-
terature. Taken into consideration are the following para-
meters of inlet steam: 31.5 to 35 MPa, 593 to 650 °C with
double warming-up to 565 - 593 °C, with cooled high-temperature
turbine parts of 12 perjcent chpome steel and of austenitic
steel up to 593 °C and above 600 °C, respectively. However, it
seems that the power station companies are not yet ready to
take certain risks ensuing from operation of units having
these parameters and so only the Japan Company Toshiba is
constructing two 700 MW units operating at 3,600 rpm and in-
put steam pressure 32 MPa, temperature 535/535/535 ° C

Period after the "JSfierpy Crises",

Extensive development of production capacities, especi-
ally in the sixties and at the beginning of the seventies,
was brought about, above all, by the rapid tempo of construct-
ion of nuclear power stations. Now available data enable us
to estimate the annual world output capacity of the manufac-
turers of steam turbines intended for fossil fuel and nuclear
power stations to about 150,000 MW*
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After the culmination of the energy crisis and under

the negative influence of a number of further circumstances

as, for instance, over-investment into power engineering in

some countries, augmentation of investments into programmes

leading to significant savings of electric power, stoppage of

investment programmes for construction of industrial and

other buildings in some large countries, a stagnation of pro-

duction v/as bi-ought about in the worldwide manufacture of

stead turbines culminating in a situation when the world out-
of

put capacities are exploited to only a few tens^per cent*

A period is being formed when the producers of steam turbines

have a certain "repose time" orientated mostly to enhance the

qualitative indices of their products. 1'hey include thermody-

namic efficiency, service reliability and usability, high de-

gree of automation and control applied to whole power blocks,

extension of service life of parts exposed not only to high

operating temperatures and cyclic stress but also to corrosion

and erosion effects* The steam turbines intended for combined

supply of electric power and heat assert themselves very effec-

tively not only for centralized heat supply but also for the

industry, for de-salting of sea water even in such countries

where this usage of primary fuel power had so far no tradition.

At present the combined supply of electric power and heat

begins to be ured in nuclear power stations, too. It should

be noted that it is also Czechoslovakia which plays a role

of its own in this field.

Since 1977 two back-pressure 114 MW turbosets with re-

heating for 14.7 MPa, 535/535 °C which in 1983 produced 1,149

GvVh of electric power and 2,674 GWh of heat with a fuel uti-

lization of 86,7 per cent are in operation in the power and

heating plant at Hanasaari B, the capital of Finland, Accor-

ding to the contemporary programme of heating plant develop-

ment in Czechoslovakia all 24 220 MW turbines in the nuclear

power stations with pressurized-water reactors, as well as

the 1,000 MW turbines which will follow will be used for the

supply of electric power and heat for centrilized heat supply

for the population and industry.
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Here the situation of the producers in the USSR, who
were spared the effects of the energetic crisis, should be
noted because the construction of fossil fuel and nuclear
power stations in the USSR continues while full use is being
made of the production capacities of three Soviet producers
of large steam turbines:
- Leningrad Works IMZ, manufacturing 200 - 1,200 MW steam
turbines intended for fossil fuel power stations, and
1,000 MW units operating at 3,000 rpm intended for nuclear
power stations

- Kcharkov Works CHTZ at present producing for nuclear power
stations especially 1,000 MW, 1,500 rpm and 750 MW, 3,000 rp
units operating in the saturated steam region

- Sverdlovsk Works UTMZ producing heating plant steam turbines
now especially 180 MW and 250/300 MW units operating at sub-
critical and abpve critical pressure, respectively.

The construction of turbines in the USSR is influenced
by three basic characteristics:
a) there has been enforced strict standardization of power

outputs and parameters,which enables the producers of steam
turbines to carry on a productive mass production of the va
rious types not only in tens but even hundreds of units

b) in the 300 - 500 - 800 - 1,200 MW blocks the use of above
critical parameters - 23*5 MPa, 540/540 °C - has been
put through effectively

c) in the climatic conditions existing in the USSR all large
output units are designed for the use of high vacuum at the
turbine outlet, i#e# 3*4 - 3»9 kPa# This, on the one hand,
permits to decrease the specific heat consumption of the
turboset, on the other, however, it imposes considerable
requirements on the necessary outlet cross-section, i«e»
on the number of outlet flows and on the blade length iii
the LP end stage.

Operating reliability.

Service statistics corroborate that the service reliabi-
lity of large turbosets is lower than that of smaller output
units* At present operating reliability in general is being
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enhanced in consequence of a substantial quality increase

in the sphere of projects, designs and semi-products as well

as of turbine manufacture as such. In large output turbines

new problems have appeared which were unknown in turbines of

smaller outputs. Here ranks, for instance, the self-excited

rotor vibration as a consequence of steam flow through the

sealing on the shrouding glands. It appeared especially in

elastic rotors and went as far as the establishment of the

so-called critical output, a smaller one than the rated out-

put, which is the formation limit of the self-excited vibra-

tion. The problem has been overcome both by adapting the sea-

ling on the shrouding glands and by choosing increased rigi-

dity of the rotors as well as of multiple-wedge tilting

journal bearings with increased damping (and increased fric-

tion losses in addition). The problems connected with igni-

tion as a consequence of contact of the high-pressure regula-

tion oil (even above 10 MPa) with the hot surface of the

turbines has been overcome by using incombustible, or better

to say,slowly inflamable liquids for the control system.

Limitation of overspeed of the turboset was considerably con-

tributed to by using electronic-hydralic control system with

an ever increasing number of functions of the electronic part

of the control system ranging from starting up to cutting off,

according to thermal stress of the critical places of the

turbine v/hich are mainly the high-pressure and intermediate-

pressure rotors.

The original way of calculation of turbine life to 1x10

running hours with a certain safety margin leads to the expe-

rience that the actual service life of critical parts of a

turbine actually is 1,5x10* to 2x10^ running hours, A number

of methods exists for the determination of residual service

life of rotors and turbine casings after a long time of ser-

vice, for which the service history has not been recorded.

Demands for technical diagnostics are growing, very often as

a relay of requirements from the primary part of nuclear po-

wer stations to the secondary part.

While the rotors for the HP and IP parts are today mainly

solid forged (exceptionally welded as in Brown Bovery turbines,
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sometimes combined solid forged-welded as in the 1,500 MW

Alstfeom Atlantique unit), for the LP parts all three types

of rotors are used, i.e. composite rotors, solid forged, and

welded rotors. Composite rotors have their limitations with

regard to the bearings distance and consequent static deflecti

as well as to the loading capacity of the bored disc of the

end stage. In large units for fossil fuel power stations

solid forged and welded rotors are predominating, '"he advan-

tage of the welded rotors lies in the possibility of using

a larger diameter up to 2,000 mm (in turbines operating at

3,000 rpm) on the one hand, and less danger in rupture of

the rotor in case of over speed o.f the turboset, on the other,

greater amount of work in the manufacture of the rotors being

a disadvantage. On the contrary, technological possibilities

lead to wide usage of composite LP rotors in turbines for

half-speeds, welded rotors are not so frequent, and solid

forged rotors are very rare indeed.

In the past fifteen years very rapid progress was re-

corded for the growth of the blade length in the LP end stage.

The majority of turbine manufacturers, for instance, make

today use of blades over 1,000 mm long for turbines operating

at 3,000 rpm. Blades of titanium alloy 1,200 mm long (in a

1,200 MW turbine - IMZ) are also in use. The blade in the LP

end stage is an illustrative example of correlation of very

exacting problems of wet steam flow at high supersonic speeds,

development of high tensile material with high damping and

fatigue limit, of vibrations and production technology. The

exactitude of solving the problems of erosion-resistance leads

to caution in the use of titanium alloys. Quite a number of

manufacturer* are ready for it but mass scale use has not yet

been decided upon. Also the safeguarding of the necessary

operat:uig reliability of very long blades is still a bit of

a problem when they are operated in non-typical regimes, espe-

cially at a small volume flow with the ensuing back flow in

the end stage.

Alao the solution to the problem of formation of fatigue

corrosion in blades and discs of composite rotors in the region
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of transition from the superheated to wet steam in the LP

turbine parts in the fossil fuel and nuclear power stations

is still a grave problem. The quality increase in supply wate

treatment is only a partial solution. With the moving blades

this leads to the development of a new type of steel with

nickel additive having better corrosion resistance in the

transition into wet steam with concentrated salts, while in

the discs it is necessary to remove critical places contain-

ing notches, especially in key slots. In this regard, solid

forged and welded rotors are superior to composite rotors*

Thermal_eeonom,v«

In the previous part of the paper the influence of the

inlet parameters on'the specific heat consumption of the turb

set was shown. The consumption is also influenced by the de-

sign of the regenerating system, connection of the driving

turbine of the main feeding pump; in the saturated steam tur-

bines it is influenced by the introduction of humidity sepa-

ration and steam reheating between the HP and LP part. The

optimization of the "cola end" of the turboset involving the

turbine itself, the condenser, cooling pumps and sometimes

cooling towers remains a problem of its own. There exist a

number of accurate optimization methods but they are confront

eel by prediction probability, above all, of fuel prices durir

the period of economic service life of the equipment, i,e.

another 25 to 40 years from the time x>f designing the turbin*

Then even the most accurate optimization method can lead to

erroneous conclusions with regard to long-term operation.

Remarkable improvement, contingenttpn. extensive and cos'

ly research work and measurements during operation, was achi-

eved by thermodynamic- es.f-ficj.ency of the turbines,especially

of their bladed section,. As can be seen in the literature,

thermodynamic efficiency data for HP and IP stages of steam

turbines of large output today reach the: following values:

in the HP stages as much as 91 per cent

in the IP stages 92 to 94 per cent.

Improvement is posaible, above all, in the LP stages

operating under complicated conditions of transition front
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the superheated into the wet steam anJ at very high super-
sonic speeds* However, even for these stages, there is report-
ed the possibility of attaining thermodynamic blading effici-
ency above 9fl per cent, the value being decreased during large
volume steam flows*

This means that further significant increase in thermo-
dynamic efficiency in large steam turbines is scarcely possi-
ble* It will be problematic enough to retain these high effi-
ciencies during long-term operation in view of the wear of
the blade surface as well as of keeping the small radial clea-
rance in the flow part where the knowledge of thermal deform-
ation of casings as well as of the rotor movement, especially
under non-stationary operating conditions, is of paramount
importance*

S/frftfiJTV iflWfc-*-**68 for power and heating plants.

At present, combined supply of electric power and heat
is becoming the decisive agent in ensuring savings of primary
fuels* So far the predominating type of steam turbines intend-
ed for this type of operation are the condensing steam turbi-

extraction
nes with controlled steam and back-pressure turbines
for warming-up of heating water in centralized long-distance
heating systems* Their electric power per unit exceed already
300 MW and further increase can be expected in dependence of
the increase in size of the regions to be supplied* Also coming
into their own are the supercritical pressure in units above
200 MW and the requirement for back-pressure operation in which
only the cooling steam for the removal of ventilation losses
flows into the LF stage of the turbine* Extraction condensing
turbines have also been used for steam supply for diverse in-
dustrial applications as well as for de-salting of sea water.

The large output steam turbines in nuclear power stations
begin to win special importance in the prospective centralized
heating plants* Quite sporadic so far are the extraction conden-
ing turbines, the 450 MW units being constructed in the USSR
only* In the 1,000 MW units the non-controlled extraction point
is concerned* The speciality of CzechoaloValt power engineering
is the fact that:
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a) from all of the 24 220 MW turbines operating in the satu-

rated steam region heat will be extracted for heating pur-

poses

b) in the 1,000 MW unit heat extraction of 900 MWt is required

(in three-stage warming-up of the heating water 60/150 °C)

c) the choice of new localities for nuclear power stations

is today conditioned by the heat supply of an adjacent

region.

Cooperation of stegm turbine producers.

The transition to the manufacture of large output steam

turbines is characterized by a decreasing number of producers

who are able to sustain the high research and development costs

Growing is the number of groups of producers who base their

production of large steam turbines on licence-documents from

large companies. A significant role is played here by the two

American companies, i.e. General Electric and Westinghouse,

the Swiss Brown Boveri, the French Alsthom Atlantique, the

West-German Kraftwerk Union, and others. In the various count-

ries the number of producers is diminishing either because

firms are fusing, as for instance in Great Britain, GFR, France

or even because of production being stopped, especially that

of smaller manufacturers. A number of bonds of technical or

technical and commercial character existing between the pro-

ducers is a significant element of contemporary construction

and development of steam turbines and, very probably, it will

remain so in the near future,
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J. MORINEAU, Manager Turbine Calculation Dep.

ALSTHOM-ATLANTIQUE - France

CHOICE OF SPEED OF ROTATION FOR NUCLEAR TURBINES

1 - INTRODUCTION

The choice of the speed of rotation of turbines associated with light
water reactors is a question all turbine manufacturers - and their clients
as well - are faced with.

The solutions to this problem are highly controversial because they largely
depend on economic criteria which vary with the countries, the extent of
the market or the manufacturing facilities.

Therefore, the purpose of this conference is not to give a universal
solution, but only to describe the various evaluation parameters and the
conclusions which can be drawn, according to the various cases.

It is now well known that the French Industry has produced a great number
of 1 500 r.p.m turbines. Presently, 42x1000 MW units, 20x1300 MW units
and 8x1500 MW units in order or in operation. We have to admit that
initially, the choice of 1 500 r.p.m was the consequence of technical
requirements. Fifteen years ago, the first 1 000 MW French Turbines were
installed on sites capable of a condenser pressure lower than 50 mbar.
The corresponding exhausts required, which are of the order of 90 m2,
could not be obtained with 3 000 r.p.m. Since that time, the condenser
pressures have tended to increase (warm countries, fewer cooling water
supplies available) and some improvements have been achieved as far as
3 000 r.p.m blades are concerned. At the same time, the design of 1 500
r.p.m turbines has evolved as well. Therefore, it is advisable to periodical-
ly review the nuclear turbine structures available and their possible
developments considering the know-how we have acquired both in experience
and in manufacturing.

The present study will focus on the 1 000 MW size which offers the most
interesting comparison.

2. - PREVAILING INFLUENCE OF EXHAUSTS

A nuclear turbine is characterized by ajiigh steam mass-flow due to :

- a high rating which results from the high reactor output necessary to
reduce energy generation costs

- the relatively low energy level of saturated steam which requires an
exhaust flow 1.6 times higher than that of a conventional turbine with
the same rating.

The volume of this steam, which is maximum at the turbine exhaust, together
with the axial exhaust velocity,imposes the frontal exhaust section of
last LP stage blades.

The necessity of high efficiency naturally leads to a reduction in condenser
pressure and also in the exhaust velocity which represents an energy loss.

All these factors seem to favour large exhausts. The necessary compromise
between efficiency and exhaust dimensions generally leads to adopt
velocities of the order of 230 m/s + 20 %.
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Outside this range, a too low veloc'Ly could impair the good operation of
last LP stage blades, as the condenser pressure varies according to the
seasons ; and too high a velocity leads to an unjustified economic loss.

Figure n° 1 shows the exhaust areas required for a 1 000 MW turbine.
Considering the huge variety of condenser pressures throughout the world,
these exhausts range from 50 to 100 m2.

We shall now review the various means allowing these exhausts to be
obtained.

At 3 000 r.p.m. :
Most manufacturers have at their disposal a steel blade, more than one
meter long, with which they have acquired a reliable experience. With an
area of 9 m2 per exhaust, it allows 54 m2 to be obtained with six flows.
The corresponding standard 1 000 MW turbine is composed of one single
flow HP section and three double flow LP sections.
It is however possible to manufacture turbines with a more advanced
technology allowing an exhaust area of the order of 72 m2 to be obtained.

Either by adding a fourth LP section to the above mentioned turbine (but
in this case, the differential expansions and therefore the axial
clearances become quite high compared with the blade dimensions).

Or by using titanium blades which make it possible to obtain a blade length
ranging from 1 200 to 1 400 mm. Within this range, it is possible to
obtain an area of 12 m2 per exhaust giving a 72 m2 exhaust area with 3 LP
sections instead of 4 LP's with steel blades.

At 1 500 r.p.m. :
The most recent turbines are provided with 1 450 mm blades which give
exhausts of 76 m2 with 2 LP's and 114 m2 with 3 LP sections.
As shown on fig. 1, this type of turbines makes it possible to cover a
condenser pressures from 35 to 75 mbar at 1 500 r.p.m. and from 52 to 100
mbar (and even beyond) at 3 000 r.p.m.
Therefore, between 50 and 75 mbar there is a range within which both speeds
of rotation are possible.
In fact, at present, most power plant sites are within this range (seaside,
rivers with limited generation capacity). In France, seaside power plants
have condenser pressure which is at most 50 mbar. Plants with wet cooling
towers have a condenser pressure of the order of 70 mbar.
Other countries wishing to develop nuclear energy, have a great variety of
cooling water supplies, but except in Northern Europe where potential pres-
sures are low, the countries with which we cooperated are also within
50 to 75 mbar range. Within this range of condenser pressure,
both speeds are available and the problem therefore consists in
comparing some turbines with different speeds, by using a certain number
of criteria, i.e. :

- mechanical behaviour

- efficiency

- technical and economic aspects

- availability and ease of maintenance.
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3 - INFLUENCE OF SPEED OF ROTATION ON ROTATING PARTS

3.1. From the mechanical point of view :

A noticeable advantage of a speed of 1 500 r.p.m is lower level of
stresses due to smaller centrifugal forces.

In last stage blades especially, the maximum stress is reduced by
half and the stress at the rotor center is of the order of 0.75
times that of a 3 000 r.p.m. rotor provided with one meter long
steel blades.

As far as the other parts of the turbine are concerned, it is possible
to take advantage of the very low level of stresses of 1 500 r.p.m.
rotors to obtain turbine structures with improved efficiency.
This is what we have achieved with a turbine structure provided with
a combined HP-IP casing which holds a single flow with high efficiency
down to a pressure as low as 3 bar, while keeping the reheat pressure
within 8 to 10 bar, which is a pressure level which translates into a
reasonable size for the moisture separator reheaters (Fig. 3).

On the contrary, with a 3 000 r.p.m. 1 000 MW turbine, it is not
possible to keep a single flow design when the downstream pressure
becomes lower than 8.5 bar, because :

- the length / diameter ratio of the last stage blades becomes too high

- owing to the thrust on the thrust bearing, the major part of the
efficiency gain introduced by the single flow design is lost in the
thrust balancing piston.

3.2. From the point of view of efficiency :

When the stresses in the last LP stage blades are very high,a compromise
between the mechanical behaviour and the quality of the flow is neces-
sary. This applies to 3 000 r.p.m. blades with a length over one meter,
which present several aerodynamical disadvantages compared with the
1 500 r.p.m. blades.

- Greater difficulty to obtain adequate pitch-to-chord ratios both at
the root and at the tip.
At the root, teh chord width should be increased in order to limit
the stress level. At the tip, the chords should be reduced in order to
limit the centrifugal force.

- Mach number of the steam flow is higher at the tip ; this results in
a greater difficulty to obtain profiles with satisfactory efficiency
within the whole normal operation range of the turbine.

- Higher peripheral speed of last stage blades.

Speed of rotation

1 500 r.p.m.
3 000 r.p.m.

Blade length

1 450 mm
1 050 mm
1 200 mm

Peripheral speed

440 m/s Mach 1
594 m/s 1.35
700 m/s 1.59
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This speed entails a risk of blade erosion which can be reduced to a
level comparable to that of 1 500 r.p.m. by increasing the distance
between stationary and rotating blades. This operation is detrimental
to the efficiency of large blades at 3 000 r.p.m.

4 - COMPARISON OF PERFORMANCES

4.1. Internal efficiency of 1 500 and 3 000 r.p.m. turbines :

A great number of parameters influence the efficiency, and partial
comparisons may lead to erroneous conclusions. Therefore, preference
was given to a comparison between the 1 500 and 3 000 r.p.m structures
as they would be offered at present :

- on one hand, a 1 500 r.p.m. turbine with a combined HP/IP section
(Mirabelle type) and two LP casings with a 76 m2 exhaust

- on other hand, a 3 000 r.p.m. advanced design turbine with one single
HP section and 4 LP's with a 72 m2 exhaust.

The exhausts are similar, and the condenser pressure is the same for
both machines.

See table below for the breakdown of differences concerning the 3 000
r.p.m. compared with the 1 500 r.p.m. :

- effect of exhaust area (leaving loss) - 3.8 MW 0.4 %
- effect of speed of rotation
difference of mechanical losses - 1 MW) n Q %
difference due to scale effect - 8 MW)
difference due to arrangement of flows - 8.5 MW 0.8 %

- difference of output at generator terminals -21.3 MW 2.1 %

The table above shows that the 1 500 r.p.m. machine offers a systematic
gain of the order of 0.9 % due to mechanical losses and losses asso-
ciated with the scale effect (Reynolds number, relative roughness,
last LP stage blade Mach number). Moreover, this gain is noticeably
increased by an efficiency gain of 0.8 % due to the arrangement of
single HP/IP flows which can be used at 1 500 r.p.m. thanks to the
low level of stresses.

4.2. Choice of exhaust and condenser pressure :

4.2.1. When it is possible to choose among several exhaust sizes for
& given condenser pressure, we have to estimate the cost of
the marginal KW which can be gained by increasing the exhaust.

A noticeable extra output can be obtained by reducing the leaving
loss, which is of the order of 2 %, i.e. 20 MW between extreme
cases, for a relatively low cost since turbines represent only
5 % to 6 % of the total cost of a power plant. Such an optimi-
zation therefore tends to favour large exhausts, which enable
to produce a maximum of KW considering the very important
capital expenditure required for the construction of a nuclear
power plant.

This trend is of course favourable for the 1 500 r.p.m., because
at an output of 1 000 MW, only these turbines give a noticeable
reduction of the leaving loss below 75 mbar (Fig. 1).
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4.2.2. Choice of condenser pressure :

The above considerations applied to turbine exhausts with
same condenser pressures. In fact, the complete optimization
of the cooling water conditions normally improves the
condenser pressure when the exhaust is larger due to the
higher slope of power gain per mbar (Fig. 5).

According to our experience, this type of optimization
presently leads to select very efficient condensers, whose
limit is in most cases imposed by the space available under
the turbine. Except for limitations existing on certain sites
(quantity of cooling water, regulations concerning cooling
water temperature increase) large exhausts, especially in case
of 1 500 r.p.m. turbines, allow a better optimum condenser
pressure to be achieved. This results in a considerable gain
in the output which can be as high as 1.5 to 2 MW per mbar.

With cooling water at 23 °C, for instance, the gain in output
introduced by the 1 500 r.p.m. turbine with a 76 m2 exhaust
amounts to 48 MW, i.e. 4.8 % compared with the 3 000 r.p.m.
standard turbine with a 54 m2 exhaust (Fig. 5).

5 - CONSEQUENCES OF WEIGHT AND DIMENSION DIFFERENCES

5.1. Consequences for capital expenditure :

- The laws of similarity are often applied to comparisons between
dimensions and weights of half and full speed turbines. The conclu-
sions are not always accurate owing to differences in the structure
of the turbines.

It is better to compare studied turbines which present equivalent
exhausts, i.e. the 4-flow type with 76 m2 at 1 500 r.p.m. and the
8-flow type with 72 m2 at 3 000 r.p.m.

- Turbine generator :
The various casings and rotors of the turbine are about 1.5 times
heavier at 1 500 r.p.m., but it shall be kept in mind that they
represent less than half the whole turbine in which valves, pipings,
moisture separators reheaters and auxiliary systems are not - or
only slightly - affected by the speed of rotation.

All in all, the 1 500 r.p.m. turbine is about 20 % heavier, but it
has less components, which noticeably reduces the cost differences
between both types of turbines.

The same applies to the generator whose simplifications largely
compensate increases in weight.

- Turbine hall :
The half speed turbine generator is 1.9 m shorter and 4.8 m wider,
which influences the foundations and the turbine hall. Moreover,
it requires a travelling crane with double capacity.

On the contrary, the turbine hall benefits from the number of LP
casings which is reduced by half. This means dividing by two the
number of condenser bundles, the piping between the turbine casings
and the feedheaters, and possibly dividing by two the number of
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feedheaters in the condenser neck.

Overall, for one same condenser pressure, the turbine hall for 1 500
r.p.m. turbine is slightly larger but rather cheaper, and the con-
nections are simplified thanks to the reduced number of components.

For a condenser with variable pressures, the cost differences due
to the condenser heat exchange surface and the cooling water pumps
must be added.

Globally, the capital expenditure is higher at half speed. However,
as regards the example considered, the 1 500 r.p.m. structure
introduces - as can be noticed - a gain in output of more than 20 MW
for a same condenser pressure. At the moment, the average rate of
investment in nuclear plants is of the order of 10 000 F/KW. The
marginal KW gained at half speed roughly represent 25 % of this cost.

This attractive price is therefore an incentive to choose 1 500 r.p.m
machines within its whole range of operation, i.e. for condenser
pressures lower than 75 mbar. This is nearly always the case with
an open circuit cooling system.

On the contrary, when the cooling water flow is limited, or when wet
cooling towers are used, the condenser pressure may exceed 75 mbar
in many countries.

Only then, can it turn out that the 3 000 r.p.m. machine with 3 LP
sections presents an interest since the equivalent 1 500 r.p.m.
machine should be composed of 2 LP's provided with short last stage
blades, and some of the above mentioned advantages would be seriously
reduced.

5.2. Consequences for the turbine manufacturers :

Owing to their large dimensions and especially their diameters which
are twice as large as for 3 000 r.p.m., the 1 500 r.p.m. turbines
require high capacity manufacturing facilities. This is a limitation
to the choice of half speed turbines as regards manufacturers with
an insufficient market which will not allow the specific equipments
required for 1 500 r.p.m. turbines to be amortized.

A large national nuclear program of course represents a favourable
element for the purchase of such production facilities.

6 - AVAILABILITY

Investors can easily evaluate prices and performances since it is possible
to price these elements and since they have the application to their own
specific case at their disposal. It is more difficult to appreciate the
good performance and the availability of a unit which cau only be
approached by analysing the risks and past results.

6.1. Mechanical reliability :

As far as risks on the turbine itself are concerned, some problems
are more easily dealt with at 1 500 r.p.m.

We have already mentioned that - the rotors have lower levels of
stresses especially within the area of last LP stage blades.
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Moreover, residual unbalances related to the rotor weight are
lower. As a result, the vibration level is particularly low while
the permissible level is twice as high.

These problems are nevertheless well mastered at 3 000 r.p.m.

It shall however be noted that F.O.R. statistics (Forced Outage
Rates) for more than 20 units of the CP1 size show that the 1 500
r.p.m. units have had quite an outstanding behaviour.

Considering all the turbines with between 1 and 6 years of operation,
totalizing a cumulated operation time of more than 40 years, the
Forced Outage Rate is lower than 0.6 % of the total operating time
of which 0.03 % only concerns the speed sensitive aspects.

Altogether our 3 000 r.p.m. turbines have a Forced Outage Rate of
1.02 % on average, therefore an higher one, but a direct comparison
is not easy because these turbines are reheat models and the F.O.R.
have to be corrected taking into account the failures of high
temperature sections. Moreover, they have an higher average age.

6.2. Maintenance :

As the lifting equipment capacity always depends on the weight of
the components, the maintenance duration mainly depends on the
number of casings and components to be serviced. From this point of
view, the 1 500 r.p.m. turbine has an advantage too, and this is an
important aspect , considering how difficult it is to perform the
maintenance of the turbine generator at the same time as the reactor
is refuelled.

7 - CONCLUSION

To sum up the effects of the speed of rotation, we can conclude that
1 500 r.p.m. turbines have better efficiency, a lower risk of unavail-
ability and easier maintenance. These turbines generate extra energy,
but they require a higher capital expenditure. For an output of
1 000 MW, the balance is clearly in favour of the half speed, up to
a relatively high condenser pressure, of about 75 mbar.

The selection of higher outputs, 1 300 MW and beyond, can only increase
the advantages of half speed.

However, as regards the choice of his industrial policy, the turbine
manufacturers has to account for both the capital expenditure it requires
to produce large size turbines, and the available markets.
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Dipl.-Ing. Joachim Keysselitz

Rheinisch-WestfSlisches ElektrizitStswerk AG

OPERATING EXPERIENCES WITH 1300 MW SATURATED STEAM TURBINES

,1. Introduction

Today the 1300 MW turbogenerator set is the standard rating for

nuclear steam supply in the Federal Republic of Germany.

On 24 August 1974,the first 1300 MW saturated steam turbine was

connected to the grid for the first time. When, in February 1975,

all initial start-up tests required for a nuclear power station

had finally been carried out, the turbine was put into continuous

operation. A total of four saturated steam turbines of the said

design and rating are currently in service; altogether they have

run for nearly 25 years.

A further ten turbines of the above rating are presently being

constructed, installed or commissioned for nuclear power stations

in the Federal Republic of Germany.

2. Description of the 1300 MW Saturated Steam Turbine

A brief summary of the thermodynamic design and the structural

as well as control engineering characteristics of the 1300 MW

saturated steam turbine is to provide a better understanding of

the below-described operating experiences.

2.1 Thermodynamic Design

The main steam with a pressure of approx. 70 bar, about 300°C

and a steam moisture of 0.25 % is fed to the double-flow, cast

HP element by way of four combined emergency control valves

and is expanded up to the transfer pressure of some 11 bar.

After being dried and superheated in a combined moisture

separator/reheater, which is heated by main steam, the steam

is expanded in the double-flow, 5stage LP elements - two or
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three in number depending on the temperature of the cooling

water - at a pressure of approx. 10.5 bar and a temperature of

22O°C. In case of river water cooling, the condensor pressures

amount to about O.O4 - O.O45 bar, in case of closed-circuit

cooling via wet cooling towers to about 0.08 - 0.09 bar.

2.2 Structural and Control Engineering Characteristics

In the structural and control engineering design of saturated

steam turbines the following two points had to be given special

attention:

- command of erosion and erosion corrosion

- command of overspeed behaviour

2.2.1 Erosion

Erosion is caused by water drops hatting the blade surface at

a high relative speed in the section of the last LP stages. To

counteract this risk, the following measures were taken:

- adequate dimensioning of the axial gap between fixed and

rotating blades as atomizing and accelerating course for large

water drops

- use of fixed blades with sharp rear edges to avoid formation

of large water dro

- hardening of the endangered entering edges of the rotating

blades.

2.2.2 Erosion Corrosion

Erosion corrosion is a chemical-mechanical areal degradation.

It is due to a protective layer forming at the surface of low-

alloy steels being continuously worn away by water drops or

water streaks pulled along at high steam velocity and turbulence.

The following countermeasures were taken:
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- chrome steel was used as material for endangered structural

members (e.g. gland segments, HP inner casings)

- surfaces were spray-coated with protective layers on the basis

of chromium and nickel (e.g. inner surfaces of HP outer casings)

2.2.3 Overspeed Behaviour

On account of the water volumes held inside the turbine (water

film spreading over the entire steam admission surface) and in

the interstage moisture separators when the load is rejected, it

comes to flashings which considerably influence the run-up beha-

viour of the saturated steam turbines. If the load were fully

rejected to the auxiliary load,the overspeed would already reach

approx. 15 %, if it were fully rejected to no-load running it would

be approx. 35 %. Thus it would exceed the overspeed.

To keep the overspeed within admissible limits (1.5 % below

trip speed) in case of load rejection, the following measures

are taken alternatively in different combinations:

- intercepting flaps in front of the LP elements

- by-pass valves conducting the steair flashings of the HP

element around the LP turbine into the condenser

- overspeed governor - select connection. At an overspeed c"

€ % it checks the control valves for off-position and the

wheel chamber pressure for no-load running conditions so that

. in case of failure the tripping mechanise, is released.

Jr. addition to these measures a vacuum breaker is intercoms irtsd

in pressurized-water plants and a number of water collecting tanks

as well as in extraction lines.
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3. Performance in Operation

In the design, construction, manufacture and convnissioning of

13OO MW saturated steam turbines the total engineering knowledge

acquired up till then had been considered to guarantee a success-

ful and undisturbed operation for many years. Today it is essen-

tial to give a resume of 25 years of operation.

Despite some serious damage which mainly occurred at the two

turbines which were first put into operation and up till now have

run for approx. 55,000 and 44,000 operating hours respectively

(unit A and unit B of the Biblis nuclear power station respec-

tively) , it can be noted that the 1300 MW saturated steam tur-

bines have stood their test and that the remaining weak points have

been detected and will be removed during one of the scheduled

outages of the units - for instance, when refueling.

Before considering the damage in detail, some information is to

be given about the general performance in operation using evalua-

tion standards which also apply to conventional turbines. One

criterion in its evaluation is smooth running. The shaft and

bearing pedestal vibrations are continuously measured. With a

rated load at all bearings, assessed according to VDI 2056, the

latter falls within the category "good", e.g. they are smaller

than 25yu. . Under the same conditions, the shaft vibrations reach

a maximum, of 3 5̂ . . Even with load changes and part-load operation

these values hardly change, and when running down, the values

double at the most. So, as far as their smooth running is con-

cerned, the machines are good-natured.

Another sign of quality is the consumption of heat. The con-

tractually agreed acceptance measurements yielded a result

that was better than expected with a heat rate of 10,240 kJ/kWh.

With partial load, it rises to approx. 10,400 kJ/kWh (1000 MW)

and 10,800 kJ/kWh (approx. 6O0 MW). The routine monitoring of
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the turbogenerator set as well as the entire unit include a

monthly check on the consumption of heat. Even the turbines

which have been in service for a rather long time have not shown

any significant increase in the heat rate taking account of a

measuring tolerance of + 1.0 %.

As far as the intercept safety is concerned, similar positive

experiences have been made. When the load is rejected from

a nominal load of 1300 MW to an auxiliary load of approx.

55 MW, a maximum increase in speed of 180 rpm is reached after

hardly 6 seconds. After 40 seconds, the speed deviation remains

constant.

The intercept safety is checked every three to four years.

Such checks are either forced upon the turbines by line failures

or separate tests are being made. With rare exceptions, the

turbines always intercepted and could thus resume their power

supply to the grid without delay. In the few cases the turbines

did not intercept, the overspeed governor-select connection

generally responded following a failure of the limit switches.

The LP last-stage blades did not show any erosion problems.

Although the typical signs of erosion appeared already after

a short period of time at the entering edges of the rotating

blades - cratered landscape in the upper third - , they hardly

became stronger in the subsequent operating period.

These positive operating experiences show that the general

concept relating to the thermodynamic, structural and control

engineering design of the turbine follows the right path and

allows a safe operation.
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Nevertheless, the 1300 MW saturated steam turbine also had

its "teething troubles". That it was nothing else is proven

by the course of events. They were found with the first turbines

to be built as well as with machines which had not yet been

strengthened, but did not occur with machines where it had been

possible to consider the necessary reconstruction measures

during production.

These weak points which mainly concerned the HP blading, the

sealing bands as well as the pipes in the turbine section and

the moisture separator-superheater are to be dealt with in more

detail in the following chapters.

3.1 HP Fixed Blading

In the course of the first inspection of the Biblis prototype

unit A in 1976, even the high-pressure turbine was opened. It

was found that two blades of the first row of fixed blades

on the turbine side had broken out and that, moreover, several

rivet tenons in the first three blade rows of the' double-flow

HP element had suffered incipient cracks or had come off al-

together.

At first it was assumed that the blade tenons had broken on

account of reversed bending stresses which had been caused by

steair, forces and had been too high for this kind of blades. The

steair, forces, in turn, are due to strong flow turbulences in the

partial-load section. As a remedial measure, the shroud bands

of the first fixed rows were welded to the blade pieces instead

of riveting them as had been the practice until then. This

measure, however, did not prove to be a final solution, as the

turbine had to be stopped again as early as in January 1977 due

to a blade damage. The shroud bands had loosened again and 20

blades had broken off.
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Now it was believed that the damage had been caused by the

cold-brittling of the blade tenons during installation and by

insufficient blade fixing through the pronged-root construction.

As a result, the entire HP fixed blading with shroud band riveting

and pronged-root was replaced by a blading with integrated

shroud plate, i.e. blade and shroud plate in one piece, and in-

verted T root.

The same damage occurred later at the sister machine Biblis B

as well as at the turbine of the Unterweser nuclear power

station. There, however, it was only the first fixed row that

was affected, as it was the only one to be still equipped

with blades of the old design (pronged-root and shroud band

riveting). The inspection of the HP blading of the turbine

in the Grafenrheinfeld nuclear power station - entire blading

with inverted T roots and integrated shroud band - did not

lead to any abnormal findings.

3.2 HP Rotor Blading

We knew that there had been problems in connection with the

600 MW superheated steam turbines of the manufacturer who also

produced the 1300 MW saturated steam turbines as to the fixing

of the HP rotor blading. Due to an unfavourable blade root

design and insufficient prestressing upon installation of the

blades several rotating blades had loosened. Some had then broken

the shroud p"1 : _es as a result of missing vibration absorption.

During a refuelling operation, the turbine at Biblis was

examined by m;ans of an endoscope and a blade fracture in the

first HP rotating row was ascertained.During scheduled unit

outages this rachine as well as the others were reconstructed

to the following extent:
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- improvement of details in the blade root within the scope of

possibilities rendered by the shaft, as for example

- blade root adjustment by grinding

- raising of root plates

- generation of a defined prestress upon installation

- check of the blade installation condition by measurement

techniques.

All turbines have shown a perfect performance in operation since

their reconstruction, thus confirming the success of the measures

taken.

3.3 Sealing Bands

After having discussed the weak points-together with the re-

lated limitation of availability* a problem is now to be dealt

with in more detail that does not entail a direct loss of

availability as its remedy can wait until the next turbine

inspection. Nevertheless, it is quite significant. It is the

question of the sealing bands of the LP element turbine at the

Biblis nuclear power station where the following damage had beer.

detected during inspection on the occasion of the annual refuelling

operation:

- High degree of erosion at the inner casings in the section of

the sealing bands; in some places the extent of the degrada-

tion was so great that the individual caulking rings and the

corresponding sealing bands had separated from the casing;

on the one hand, the cause of the erosion is seen in a high

drop charging of the gap flows - especially in part-load

operation - , on the other hand in flow turbulences within

the section of the sealing bands.
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- Break-offs at the sealing bands of the first two rotor stages

as a result of the high gap flows which were too strong for

the sealing bands which had originally been dimensioned too

weakly (vibration fracture).

As a consequence one LP element turbine was opened per inspection,

the defective sealing band twisted out or off and replaced by a

reinforced and partly modified design.

3.4 Pipes in the Turbine Section

Although on account of the knowledge acquired about the potential

damage by erosion corrosion endangered parts such as bends were

already protected with spray coatings, inspections of HP exhaust

steam and extraction pipes made of St 35 or 37 respectively re-

vealed non-admissible wall erosion even on the straight pipe

parts - mainly in the area of welding joints.

With a design wall thickness of 15 mm for the HP exhaust steam

pipes and approx. 8 - 1 1 mm for the extraction pipes it amounted

to about 1 - 2 nun per year when referred to large areas. In some

points, however, values of up to 4 nun were measured.

In order to guarantee a safe operation in the long run it was

advisable to change the pipe material. Pipes made of 10 Cr

Mo 910 were used which has proven to be resistant to erosion

corrosion.

3.5 Moisture Separator/ Reheater

In the reheat part ;f a moisture separator/reheater damage was

found at the spacer brackets of the pipe bundle. The mounting

brackets had partly come loose, had slipped or even broken in

part.

The result were shiftings and vibrations in the pipe bundles

concerned, which in turn led tc pipe factures.
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As was found, the damage -was caused by a fault which had occurred

during the repair of a previous damage.

In order to prevent subsequent damage, the pipe bundles of both

reheaters were drawn since it was impossible to repair the

damaged bundles.

Until the installation of pipe bundles with a changed design

the unit is operated without reheating. On the basis of the

experiences made in eight months of smooth operation, erosion

damage on the turbine is not expected.

So much for the listing of weak points and damage which can

now be terminated. The cause of their formation has been

recognized and adequate countermeasures have been taken. These

have proven successful in operation.

To assess this statement the degree of non-availability during

the operation of the two Biblis turbines which was due to

disturbances has to be taken into account. The high non-availa-

bility in the two start-up years which was caused by malfunctions

resulted from the above-described cases of damage. Today the

share of malfunctions is significantly less than 1 % and

definitely stands comparison with that of conventional turbines.

4. Summary

I would like to draw the following conclusions from what has been

said so far:

- After a couple of initial start-up difficulties the 1300 MW

saturated steam turbines have stood their test.

- An almost undisturbed operation for the last few years has

proven the reliability of these turbines so that similar good

operating experiences are to be expected for the future as

well.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE COMBINED MOISTURE SEPARATOR REHEATER
FOR LARGE HUCLEAR STEAM TURBINES

ABSTRACT
The combined moisture separator reheater (MSR) for large nuclear steam

turbines was developed to reduce the piping complexity and parasitic pressure
loss associated with placing separate moisture separator and reheater vessels
between the high- and low-pressure turbine sections. This paper describes the
design engineering challenges associated with achieving in a compact MSK
design the high level of performance and reliability required to match that of
the turbine-generator. The engineering development and operating experience
leading to present day MSR designs is described.

INTRODUCTION
The first large nuclear reheat steam turbines built by the author's

company had moisture separators and first- and second-stage reheatcrs in
separate pressure vessels. Figure 1 shows the arrangement with four separate
moisture separator vessels in parallel, followed by two first-stage reheater
vessels and then two second-stage rehcater vessels. With the multi-vessel,
separated-function approach the mechanical design and flow distribution
problems are less challenging than with the far more compact combined moisture
separator reheater vessel.

Two units with this design and 19 non-reheat units with the same moisture
separator design, but having no reheaters, are in operation and have an
excellent record of performance and reliability. Separate vessels for
moisture separation and each stage of reheat make for large space requirements
and complex piping arrangements that are undesirable from a station design
standpoint. Another disadvantage, perhaps more serious, is the inherent high
pressure drop between the high- and low-pressure turbine sections associated
with multiple entering and leaving losses of three vessels or sets of vessels
in series. It was apparent early that these disadvantages were fundamental
and could only be overcome by combining the functions of moisture separation
and reheat in a common vessel.

CONCEPTUAL DESIGN
The conceptual design for the arrangement of major components inside the

MSK vessel and the flow path of steam through the vessel is as important as
the detailed design of components in its effect on performance and
reliability. A major consideration is the desire to achieve a compact design
through effective utilization of the cross sectional area of the cylindrical
vessel. The degree of success directly affects the length of vessels required
or, viewed another way, the turbine generator rating above which the number of
MSR vessels must be increased. A second major consideration, and one which is
somewhat in confJict with the first, is the achievement of a satisfactory
shell-side flow distribution without introducing undue pressure drop. This is
especially important in the shell inlet plenum region where flow from the
inlet pipes at approximately 100 feet/sec (30.5 m/s) must be diffused,
distributed along the length of the vessel, and directed into the moisture
separators at a uniform velocity.

The design of the first MSRs built by the author's company is shown in
Figures 2 and 3. Shell-side steam enters at on» end and is distributed down
the length of the vessel through inlet plenum areas on each side. After
passing through moisture separator panels, the steam flows upward through the
first- and second-stage tube bundles and exits from an outlet plenum area
through multiple nozzles on the top of the vessel. This design, requiring
four MSR vessels for a 900 megawatt unit versus eight pressure vessels with
the separate vessel design, was provided on five turbines and has had an
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excellent record of operation. This early design, however, does not lend
itself well to turbines of larger rating because of limitations that are
length related.

The moisture separator effectiveness that was achieved was somewhat less
than the effectiveness of the separate vessel moisture separators. This was
attributed to a generally poorer flow uniformity through the moisture
separator panels associated with difficulties in distributing steam along the
vessel len&t.h from a single inlet at one end. Attempts to improve flow
distribution with baffles and screening or perforated plates introduces
pressure drop and has produced disappointing results in field and laboratory
Lest;-.. This flow distribution problem would be aggravated by extension to
larger units with longer MSRs.

Another disadvantage of the original design is that it is less compact
and, therefore, requires longer total length than that which can be achieved
with more effective utilization of space within the vessel. It is apparent
from Figure 3 that only a small portion of the cylindrical cross section is
utilized by the reheater tube bundles. This is due in large part to
limitations associated with the penetrations required in the elliptical head
of th»-' VIVISPJ shell to accommodate external headers for the tube bundles.
Structural considerations require a substantial ligament in the head between
the two penetrations, and that the penetrations be contained within a circle
that excludes the highly-stressed knuckle region of the elliptical head.

A design more suitable for larger ratings was achieved by changing the
conceptual arrangement on subsequent two-stage MSRs to that shown in Figures 4
and 5. Steam enters the vessel through multiple inlets along the bottom, is
diffused by inlet baffles and distributed axially the relatively short
distance between inlet nozzles.

The other significant difference results from moving the tube bundle
headers inside the shell of the vessel, thus avoiding large penetrations in
the front head. This design eliminates the restrictions associated with these
penetrations and results in approximately a forty percent increase in the
portion of the vessel cross section utilized by the tube bundles,
significantly increasing the turbine ratjrig possible for MSRs of a given
size. The wide flat bundle profile made possible by the use of internal
headers also results in low shell-side pressure drop, low bundle lift off
forces and low bypass leakage around the tube bundles.

A number of subsequent internal design changes have been made, including a
major redesign of the tube bundles. However, the conceptual design and basic
internal arrangement shown in Figures 4 and 5 remain unchanged to this date.

It should be noted that the considerations that favor internal headers for
two stage reheaters do not apply to single-stage reheaters. The single large
tube bundle can be located such that the penetration in the front head lies
inside the knuckle region, and the cross sectional area of the tube bundle is
essentially the same with either internal or external headers. The single
stage MSR design is shown in Figures 6 and 7.

MOISTURE SEPARATORS
Chevron plate type moisture separators were used with the separate vessel

design with excellent results from the standpoints of both performance (1) and
reliability. Because of this favorable experience, plus advantages of low
pressure drop and minimal space requirements compared to other separating
techniques, chevron plate moisture separators have been used in all MSRs
supplied by the author's company.

Chevron plate or vane moisture separators function by causing the steam to
change direction several times in passing between the vanes. Water droplets
separate out, are collected by drainage hooks and drained to the bottom of the
panels into a drain trough for removal from the vessel.

Laboratory testing of vane panels was used to study the effects of
orientation and different flow patterns of the steam entering the vanes. This
work showed that the best results were achieved with the panels inclined at a
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45 degree angle and with steam entering with a downward velocity component in
the direction of drainage as shown in Figures 5 and 7.

An air flow test was conducted in the factory on a production HSR using
hot wire anemometry, pressure measurements and flow visualization to study
flow fields upstream and downstream of the moisture separator panels. This
test confirmed substantially improved uniformity of vane panel loading over
the previous design with the single end inlet.

Further development testing was performed using a moisture separator test
facility built to duplicate full scale, a one-eighth section of an MSR,
including the geometry of an inlet nozzle and baffle and actual vane panels.
The test section is contained in a pressure vessel as shown in Figure 8 and
can be operated with air and water over the full range of dynamic head
(density times velocity squared), at design pressure or at atmospheric
pressure with an observer inside. Testing at atmospheric pressure permitted
observers to see local areas of moisture breakthrough which suggested geometry
changes that improved moisture separation.

TUbE BUNDLE MECHANICAL DESIGN
MSR tube bundles are U-tube and frame assemblies. The frame is a box-like

structure with side plates and a center partition plate extending the length
of the tube bundle. Multiple, drilled tube support plates serve as cross
members.

Finned tubing is used in reheaters to provide additional heat transfer
surface on the outside of the tube to partially compensate for the lower heat
transfer coefficient of convection relative to the high value at the inside
surface associated with condensation. Tubing in the separate vessel design
used a spiral wound fin, six per inch (2.4 per cm), 5/16 inches (8.0 mm)
high. The need for a more compact design in MSRs led to use of tubing with an
integral fin, 19 per inch (7.5 per cm), 50 mils (1.3 mm) in height. This
geometry permits closer tube spacing and an overall increase of nearly 80
percent in the heat transfer rate that can be achieved in a given volume. In
recent years, integrally-finned tubing with up to 26 fins per inch has become
available for use in MSRs.

The tube bundle frames in MSRs of the early designs tended to distort
because the tubes did not move freely through the tube support plates under
conditions of differential thermal expansion. A modification was developed
that consisted of cutting free a section of the bundle frame at the U-bend end
containing the last two support plates. This section was resupported in such a
way that it could move with expansion of the tubes and independently of the
remaining bundle frame. This modification effectively eliminated the high
forces which had caused the structural distortion.

To enhance long term reliability the tube bundles for new units were
redesigned to have a much stronger frame, and the manufacturing process
substantially improved to achieve better tolerances of the tube dimensions,
tube support hole size and location and frame alignment.

Full scale moclcups of the single-stage and two-stage bundle designs were
built in which tube movement was imposed to simulate expansion, including
differential expansion of the inlet and outlet legs of the U-tubes. Strain
gages on the frame indicated very low strains under all test conditions.

TUBE BUNDLE THERMOHYDRAULICS
Early MSRs experienced thermohydraulic instability of the tube-side flow,

characterized by cyclical variations in condensate flow from the tube bundle,
and corresponding cyclical variations in steam flow into the tube bundle, as
indicated by the flow-measuring leak detection system. Thermocouples
installed at the outlet ends of the tubes indicated a synchronized cyclical
temperature variation of the condensate draining from the tubes. Temperatures
cycled between the tube-side saturation temperature and a value approaching
shell-side temperature, 60 to 80 degrees F (35 to 45°C) lower for two-stage
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tube bundles and twice that for single-stage tube bundles. The period of
oscillation ranged from 30 to as much as 200 seconds in the most severe
cases. Investigation showed that the instability was associated with the
presence of subcooled condensate.

Subcooling of condensate occurs in parallel tube condensing tube bundles
when shell-side conditions are such that the individual tubes do not have
identical condensing heat loads. The pressure drop between the inlet and
outlet headers of the tube bundle in that case assumes an average value for
the bundle as a whole. As a result, those tubes with a higher heat load than
the average for the bundle do not receive sufficient steam flow. Complete
condensation occurs at a point upstream of the outlet header. Flooding and
subcooling characterize the flow from that point to the outlet ends of the
tubes. On the other hand, the pressure differential across the tubes having a
heat load less than average for the tube bundle results in steam flow greater
than that which can be condensed in the tubes. The excess steam flows through
to the outlet header where it is condensed in raising the temperature of the
subcooled condensate to saturation conditions.

The fact that the oscillations represented classical system instability
caused by the subcooling of condensate was confirmed by reproducing the
phenomenon with a dynamic computer model and in a special laboratory test
facility built to study the in-tube condensation process. The flow of
subcooled condensate into the outlet header condenses steam, depressing the
pressure, which in turn accelerates drainage from the tubes until they empty
completely. This interaction between the steam in the outlet header and
condensate drainage out of the tubes causes the tube bundle to alternate
between flooding and flushing modes. An empirical stability criterion has
been developed which successfully predicts stable or unstable behavior for a
given design and conditions of operation.

TUBE MATKR1AL
Only three tubing materials have been used in MSRs by the author's company

and nine to twelve years' operating experience has been obtained with each.
At the time of this writing there are twelve MSRs in operation with

seamless 90/10 copper nickel tubing. In the first stages of the two-stage
MSRs, experience has been excellent in that all tube bundles have been
essentially free of tube leaks. Furthermore, there is no evidence of erosion
or other deterioration that would indicate an operating life less than design
life of the unit.

In second-stage and single stage tube bundles experience has been nearly
as good despite the fact that this material suffers considerable loss of
strength at the higher operating temperature. However, use of copper alloys,
which have never been the choice with BWR plants, is now considered a
contributing factor in the tube denting phenomenon of PWR steam generators,
and future use of copper-nickel for MSR tubes appears doubtful.

Resistance welded plain carbon steel tubing was used in the MSRs at three
plants. On all subsequent units with ferrous tube material, a low alloy
carbon steel with chemistry similar to Corten structural steel was applied to
improve resistance to erosion/corrosion, a phenomenon that has been
experienced in turbine piping on non- reheat units and subsequently eliminated
by similar alloy additions.

The mildly alloyed steel has been an excellent MSR tubing material. At
the present time, 40 tube bundles are in service with this material and less
than a dozen tube leaks total have occurred in the more than 29,000 U-tubes.
Mo evidence of either localized erosion or overall wall thinning has been
detected in any unit.

Because of concern about possible rusting and a desire in the industry for
a corrosion-resistant material that would be free of copper, a major program
was undertaken to develop an alternative tubing material that would be
corrosion resistant and would be suitable for both PWR and BWR nuclear
plants. In view of the successful experience of both of the MSR tubing
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materials in use at that time, it was felt that a high degree of assurance
must be established that this new material would have high reliability long
term, and would not result in new problems.

The program began with initial screening tests on 17 candidate materials
that included low alloy steels, ferritic and austenitic stainless steels,
non-ferrous materials and speciality alloys. For purposes of comparison, the
90/10 copper nickel and low alloy steel MSR tubing materials were subjected to
the same tests. This phase of the testing included general corrosion,
mechanical properties, and stress corrosion susceptibility. Alloy steels with
less than 11 percent chromium were found to have insufficient resistance to
rusting and were eliminated. The austenitic steels were eliminated at this
point on the basis of possible susceptibility to stress corrosion cracking,
which is of special concern in MSR tubing because of a possible contaminant
concentrating mechanism associated with evaporation of moisture breakthrough
from the moisture separators.

Four materials were selected for more comprehensive testing. All were
ferritic stainless steels and represented a range of chromium content from 11
to 26 percent.

Stress corrosion cracking tests on pre-loaded bent beam and "C" ring
specimens were performed in caustic and chloride solutions, and also in
simulated BWR and PWR water environments. Slow extension rate tests (SERT)
were also used. The SERT method, which imposes near-constant strain rate,
proved to be an effective means of accelerating stress corrosion cracking
evaluations, permitting the effects of many different variations in chemical
composition, cold work and heat treatment to be studied.

Of particular concern was the tendency of some ferritic stainless steels
to embrittle after long periods at high temperature. To determine the
relative immunity of the different materials, samples were aged at 675°F
(355°C) for up to 20,000 hours to simulate long-term exposure at the
somewhat lower operating temperature of single-stage and second-stage MSR
tubing. These samples were then evaluated for loss of ductility and
susceptibility to stress corrosion cracking.

The result of the program is a clear conclusion that the ferritic
stainless steel with the least chromium that will prevent rusting is best for
HSR tubing. This led to the selection of a 12 percent chromium, ferritic
stainless steel similar to commercial alloy Type 409. The. higher chromium
ferritic stainless steels, Type 439, 18Cr-2Mo and 26Cr-lHo were more
susceptible to formation of O phase and of phase which reduce ductility and
toughness and increase susceptibility to stress corrosion cracking. The
modified Type 409 material developed in this work exhibits excellent
resistance to sensitization, immunity to long-term embrittlenient at MSR
operating temperature and no evidence of stress corrosion cracking in the
cold-worked or as-welded conditions when tested in simulated PWR and BUR water
environments.(2)

SUMMARY
Current MSRs are highly reliable turbine-generator components that achieve

a high level of performance in a very compact design. The successful
development has been achieved by making design changes in an evolutionary
manner with a base of knowledge built up from operating experience with early
designs and on-going engineering development.
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FIG. 2 ORIGINAL TWO-STAGE MSR
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FIG. 3 ORIGINAL TWO-STAGE MSR CROSS-SECTION
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FIG. 5 CURRENT TWO-STAGE MSR CROSS-SECTION

FKJ. 6 SINGLE-STAGE MSR
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THE HIGH VELOCITY SEPARATORS : A NEW AND

EFFICIENT WAY FOR MOISTURE SEPARATION

JP. CERDAN and P. TALLEU
Research and Development Division
Electricite de France
78400 CHATOU

ABSTRACT

The development of an important nuclear programm for electrical

power generation induced Electricite of France to carry out a large

research work in the field of external moisture separators associated

to wet steam turbine. In particular, a new and efficient type of sepa-

rator, the High Velocity Separator, was designed and tested. The main

advantages of H.V.S, in comparison with classical separators, are strong

reduction in size and important increasing in efficiency. Two industrial

units were installed at the exhaust of a 900 MW operating H.P turbine.

A large tests programm was conducted, and the results confirmed H.V.S

performances. More than 25000 hours of operation demonstrated H.V.S avai-

lability. In addition it was decided to install H.V.S on the wet steam

bleeding lines of 900 MW and 1300 MW power plants, in order to protect

feeding water reheaters against erosion-corrosion attacks.

1. INTRODUCTION

Electric energy production by the way of Nuclear Reactors leads

generally to poor thermodynamic characteristics at the steam turbines

inlet. Since moistures rates in the turbine last stages are to remain

within acceptable limits (and this as well for efficiency than for resis-

tance to erosion) one or several steam dryings during the expansion have

to be considered. The separation of the liquid phase is generally carried

out in large external separators often associated with superheating

devices.

The performance of the steam-water separators is decisive for the po-

wer plants output and their disponibility (risks of erosion-corrosion of

superheaters bundles).
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On another hand a reduction of the separators size would lead to

important profits not only on these equipments but also on the pi-

ping and machine room itself.

The Research and Development Division of "ELECTRICITE DE FRANCE"

has therefore undertaken to design, in GENNEVILLIERS power station,

a test rig reproducing the actual conditions of separators operation.

The types of separators corresponding to the most widely used models

have been tested under joint programs with turbine manufacturers. An

observation of the results obtained with classical separators shows

that separation efficiencies remain acceptable with low steam veloci-

ties (a few meters per second in the range of usual operating pres-

sures) but strongly decrease when steam velocities are increasing

(references 1, 2 and 3).

In large nuclear power plants steam drying at the exhaust of the

High Pressure Turbine needs then bulky and expensive vessels, due to

the considerable steam flows (200 m3/s for a 900 MWe power station).

Moreover, it is difficult in this case to reach sufficiently good

velocities distributions in front of the drying elements.

So the Research and Development Division of E.D.F. attempted to

design a new type of separator, the "High Velocity Separator" with very

small dimensions and able to operate with velocities more than ten

times higher than those for classical separators (reference A).

Several aerodynamic calculations and preliminary tests on the

steam-water separators test rig, were carried out successfully. The

construction of a large demonstration H.V.S. unit was decided and two

industrial prototypes have been installed at BUGEY, a 900 MW nuclear

power plant since 1980.

Fully satisfactory test results were obtained on these prototypes.

They concern both H.V.S. pressure drop and separation efficiency. In

addition, the reliability of H.V.S. technology is now demonstrated.
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FIGURE 1

HIGH VELOCITY SEPARATOR

2. H.V.S. OPERATION AND DESIGN

High Velocity Separators are a

special type of centrifugal separator.

However, the design of conventional

separators often leads to serious water

recarry over and, on the other hand,

their size and geometry do not make it

possible for small drops to be always

caught by the walls.

In high Velocity Separators

technique, the water elimination may

be improved by extraction of steam. The

amount of extracted steam is generally

well adapted to the needs of one of the

feeding water reheaters. If not, it is

possible to reintroduce the extracted

steam in the main steam flow. On the

other hand, an improvement in water drop

centrifugation can be obtained through a

reduction in separator diameter. H.V.S.

are therefore made of separating cells

fitted in parallel within the connecting

pipes of the turbines. A cell operating

principle is shown in Figure 1 .

At the dryer inlet, a cascade (A)

imputes a swirling movement to the water/

steam mixture; the water is thrown into

the walls and discharged into an annular

space (F), from which a small part of

steam is also drawn off. Pressure drop,

which is one of the drawbacks of centrifu-

gal separators, is reduced by a second cas-

cade (B) fitted at the cell outlet, in the aim to straighten the flow and to

recover the steam kinetic rotation energy. The pressure drop inside the ceLl

itself and inside the down-stream pipes is thus considerably reduced (uniform

velocity distribution).
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Selection of separation cell dimensions is th<? result of a compromise.

Indeed if the cell diameter is increased, it is necessary, in order to

maintain correct centrifugation, to increase either the steam velocity,

and hence the pressure drop, or the lenght of the unit, hence its bulk

and pressure drop owing to the comparatively large energy losses in the

space between the two cascades. If the cell diameter is too much decreased,

the number of cells necessary will be prohibitive. The best solution

consists in using cells of a reduced diameter and short lenght, and assem-

bling these inside the connecting pipes, just at the HP turbine exhaust

(Figure 3).

Preliminary tests were conducted on the GENNEVILLIERS wet steam test

rig and promising results were achieved. Then calculations were worked out,

concerning droplets trajectories and steam-flows inside the H.V.S., in the

aim to determine an optimum apparatus geometry, giving good droplets separa-

tion efficiencies and low pressure drops. Aerodynamic part of calculations

and design has been developped with collaboration of "Ecole Centrale de

LYON", under Professeur K.D. PAPAILIOU'S authority, in the field of blade

profiles determinations, blades loading analysis and losses computations

(References 8 to 16).

In particular the blading profiles of distributing and straightening

cascades were choised in order to get good aerodynamic performances in a

large range of operating conditions.

The theoretical predictions for pressure drop coefficients and velo-

city distributions were controlled by a serie of air tests, carried out on

a 3/1 scale model (References 17,19). Complete wet steam tests were then

decided.

3. WET STEAM TESTS

The tests were conducted at the GENNEVILLIERS wet steam test rig

on an H.V.S. cell absolutely identical to those used for the industrial

prototypes described in the next chapter.

The aim of these tests was first to determine the cell separation

efficiency for various operating conditions, and secondly to measure

pressure drop and velocities distributions (Reference 20).
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The general tests conditions at the cell inlet were

- Pressure

- Steam velocity

- Moisture

- Steam drawing flow-rate

12 bars

40 m/s to 70 m/s

0 % to 30 %

0 % to 15 % of main flow

This conditions include the nominal operating ones : 50 m/s for

steam velocity, 10 % for inlet moisture, 10 % for drawing flow-rate.

Since liquid phase granulometry is an important parameter in the

separation process, droplets sizes measurements were carried out. The

used method is grounded on the determination of a light beam absorption

through a steam flow (Reference 2). The droplets sizes produced by the

test rig water injection device are very close to that measured on

900 MW PWR units at the HP turbines exhauts.

Efficiency tests were conducted with several configurations :

variable length between the cascades (A and B on Figure 1)., change in

annular space dimensions (F on Figure 1),...

Typical test results are showed on Figure 2.

% moisture
' at outlet

cascade

FIGURE 2

SEPARATION EFFICIENCY
AS FUNCTION OF BLEEDING STEAM FLOW RATE

Mean inlet velocity

O 67,4 m/s

O 61 m/s

• 50 m/s

^ 39 mil

Inlet moisture : 1 0 % to 1 5 %

Q mean neam '
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One can observe a rapid decrease in outlet moisture when the blee-

ding steam increases. Thus, with a bleeding rate of 3 %,, the separation

efficiency is improved by a factor of five with respect to the no-

bleeding operation point.

Beyond a bleeding rate of 8 % the outlet moisture remains practi-

cally constant.

Improvement in efficiency with steam extraction is due to the influ-

ence of steam bleeding on the flow pattern in front of the annular space F.

Insufficient extraction indeed will cause stream lines separation and

consequently water reentrainment.

k. H.V.S. INDUSTRIAL PROTOTYPES FOR 900 MW TURBINES

The theoretical and experimental studies described above resulted in

the construction of an H.V.S. industrial prototype. The design of this

prototype, together with the installation of two units during July of 1980

on the 900 MW BUGEY PWR power station, was conducted in collaboration with

ALSTHOM-ATLANTIQUE and STEIN-INDUSTRIE. The results obtained during 4 years

of operation were excellent, concerning as well drying efficiency and

pressure drop as reliability.

4.1 - Prototypes Installation

As indicated above, the best solution for drying large wet steam flows

consists in fitting several parallel small separating cells.

This solution leads indeed to low pressure drop and reduced length.

The cells dimensions for the prototypes resulted from a compromise between

separation efficiency and pressure drop. For each prototype unit a number

of 2k cells, of about 0.2 m in diameter, was decided (Figure 3). The cells

internal arrangement (cascades geometry, steam drawing annular space,

etc ...) was a result of the calculations and tests described above.

The steam drawing flow-rate, required for a better H.V.S. efficiency,

was a fraction of the existing bleeding at the HP turbine exhaust.
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The H.V.S. units installation at the exhaust of BUGEY HP turbine is

indicated on Figure 4. Their location is not an optimum since the plant

was yet in operation from one year before the H.V.S were installed. In

addition the aim of the prototypes was to demonstrate the good perfor-

mances of H.V.S. even under unfavourable operating conditions.

The mean operating conditions for the two prototypes are :

- Pressure : 10,4 bars

- Inlet wetness : 0,114

- Mean flow-rate per prototype : 530 tons/hour.

FIGURE 4

INSTALLATION OF H.V.S. PROTOTYPES
AT THE 900 MW BUGEY II POWER STATION

© 1461 mm

f _ HP TUNBII

TO FEEO WATE R CIRCUIT
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4.2 - BTCEY_Prototy^es_Tests_Results

Pressure drop measurements. Static pressure drop coefficient (K)

for each unit was calculated using the feeding dry steam flow rate (Q)

and the static pressure drop (AP) between the inlet and the outlet of

the H.V.S. (References 22 and 23). The results are reported on table I.

TABLE I

Upper HVS 1

Lower HVS 2

Pressure

(bars)

10.8

10.8

Q

(kg/s)

115

147

Dynamic
pressure

(mb)

39,5

64,6

AP

(mb)

108

118

K

2,73

1,83

The difference between both values of K can be explained by an

highly heterogeneous feeding of the upper prototype, located at the

outlet of a 180 ° bend. In this region the steam flow is highly disturbed

and important velocity differences were observed. Local velocities more

than twice the mean velocity were measured.

In actual fact the H.V.S. operation resulted in a very low increase

in pressure drop between the HP and LP turbines. This point was demons-'

trated by comparative measurements performed before and after the H.V.S.

installation. Such an effect is due to the steam dryness and to the good

velocities distribution at the H.V.S. outlet. Several tests carryed out

on FESSENHEIM and BUGEY power plants connecting pipes at the HP turbines

exhausts have shown that a moisture level of about 10 % resulted in more

than 80 % pressure drop increasing (Reference 24). The reduction of wet-

ness due to H.V.S. leads to a pressure drop reduction for the pipes down-

stream.

In addition, for projected plants, the small size of H.V.S. will

allow a lenght reduction and a laying'out simplification for the connec-

ting pipes. This will result in a pressure drop reduction between HP

and LP turbines.

H.V.S. Prototypes Separation Efficiency. A tracing method was used

for steam wetness measurements. It consists in injecting a soluble, non

volatile salt inside of a wet steam flow and carrying out a parietal

liquidfilm sampling down-stream. Some auxiliary tests are necessary in

order to be sure of a good tracer dilution with all the liquid phase.
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Due to the droplets size and turbulences at the HP turbine outlet,

a few meters are generally sufficient between injection and sampling

points. The water flow-rate is directly given by the dilution ratio.

Concerning the wetness value itself, a dry steam flow-rate determina-

tion is necessary and can be obtained by velocity measurements inside

the pipe or by a general flows balance at the turbine exhaust.

Lithium hydroxide I4OH was selected as a tracer, owing to the pos-

sibility it offered of very sensitive concentration measurements.

The injection point was located just after the jonction of the H.V.S.

exhaust pipes. Many sampling points were installed down-stream. Several

tests were carried out. They all confirmed the excellent H.V.S. separa-

tion efficiency. Under normal operating conditions the mean wetness

measured at the outlet of the H.V.S. was 0,28 % (Reference 25) :

Mean H.V.S. outlet wetness : 0,0028

This value is several times lower than the outlet wetness measured

at the outlet of classical separators in operation at the exhaust of HP

nuclear turbines.

The slight difference with the wetness measured on one cell during

the first wet steam tests (see chapter 3) can be explained as follows :

- Allowing to velocities heterogeneity in front of the prototypes it is

likely that some of the cells are misadapted.

- Several observations at the exhaust of HP turbines, showed that water

concentrations occured inside the connecting pipes, due to reentrain-

ment from the walls. They may cause local water over loading for some

H.V.S. cells.

Various velocity distribution measurements were carryed out in order

to determine the drawn steam percentage in the BUGEY prototypes. Due to

the limitations of valves on the drawing circuit, a maximum drawn flow-

rate of 7 % of the inlet prototypes steam flow was obtained, which is

less than the design one (10 % ) . Moreover, this is a mean value and since

the cells are not all supplied in the same manner, some must operate with

a much lower drawing rate than nominal. Under these conditions, and as

can be seen from Figure 2, it is normal to observe a slight deterioration

in outlet moisture. An operating test, conducted without drawing, give a

wetness value of I,4 % at the H.V.S. outlet. This value is fully compatible

with that obtained before on one cell (Figure 2).
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H.V.S. technology reliability is demonstrated by the BUGEY proto-

types experience. No consequence occured on plant operation, except a

probably slightly higher turbine output. Complete inspections were car-

ried out every year. They showed the total resistance of H.V.S. proto-

types. 3tter more than 25000 hours, to erosion attacks and to mechanical

thermal operating strengths. This confirms that the design and sizing

of the H.V.S. prototypes are well convenient.

5. H.V.S. APPLICATIONS TO TURBINES EXTRACTION LINES

By reason of their small dimensions and excellent performances, EDF

.decided to install high velocity separators (H.V.S.) on the wet steam

extraction lines of the 10 x 900 MW and the 20 x 1300 MW, french PWR

turbines. This decision was taken in order to protect feeding water rehea-

ters against erosion-corrosion attacks (Reference 28). A total of 100

H.V.S units is now being manufactured.

A schematic of the H.V.S. standard for extraction lines is shown in

Figure 6. Installed horizontally, its dimensions are as follow :

length 1.9m, diameter 0.6 m, i.e 1.5 times the piping diameter. It is

equipped with 4 or 5 cells according to the piping considered. The number

of cells is chosen to insure correct drying efficiency under all load cases.

FIG .6
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This above design corresponds to a recent improvement of H.V.S.

technology, since the need of external bleeding steam is now reduced

to 0. This is obtained by special but thery simple internal devices

permitting the reintroduction in the main vet steam flow of the steam

extracted through the annular space ("F" in Figure 1). It will lead to

substantial simplification of H.V.S. installation in power plants.

6. CONCLUSION

High Velocity Separators will result in sensible cost reductions for

nuclear power stations, with respect to investments and efficiency.

Investment charges decrease will be due to a reduction of the separa-

tors-reheators size itself and of the machineroom dimensions. In addition,

owing to the H.V.S. size, the possibility of drying steam directly at the

HP turbine exhaust will remove any erosion-corrosion problem in the con-

necting pipes and carbone steel will be available for their construction.

Lastly the pipes layout will be simplified, and their lenght reduced.

Efficiency increases will be the consequence of a better moisture

separation and a lower pressure drop between High Pressure and Low Pressure

Turbines. This last point is due to the connecting pipes lenght reduction

and to the wetness removal just at the HP turbine exhaust.

Another application in power plants is the installation of H.V.S. on

the wet steam turbines extraction lines, in order to protect pipes and

reheaters against erosion-corrosion attacks.

Last, but not the least, H.V.S. make it possible to consider a modi-

fication of the expansion cycle proper, anr1 in particular, to look to

two-dryings cycles with no intermediate superheating (Figure 6). Such

cycles offer many advantages (better efficiency and higher availability

due to superheater suppression) but they were seldom used owing to the

size of the conventional separators. A comparison between a two-dryings

cycles combined with a PWR nuclear boiler and a one-drying-superheating

cycle, shows important gains resulting in a sensible energy cost reduction

(Reference 5).
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SPECIFIC REGULATION PROBLEMS IN NUCLEAR POWER PLANT

1. INTRODUCTION
From the point of view of frequency and power control of an

e l e c t r i c power system, the ro l e of reactor turboset p lants remains
in close analogy to that of boiler-turboset plants; also the re-
quirements concerning their regulation characteristics are very
much alike, especially as nuclear power plants increase their con-
tribution to the total energy production;

However, reactor- and boiler-turboset plants differ in the
source of their primary energy; this leads to structural differen-
ces which are essential in the case of steam-generators /boilers/*
The nuclear reactor /PNR, BWR, breeder/ corresponds to a conven-
tional boiler while the steam generator /a system of heat exchan-
gers/ corresponds to an evaporator with a primary reheater.

The basic differences in the construction of turbines are due
to low inlet steam parameters in the turbines of reactor-turboset
plants /pressure ranging from 4#0 to 7.5 MPa/ and to i t s wetness
/dryness degree equal 0.998 * 0.995 and a slight overheat of
15 -f 30 C in American turbines/. The abovementional differences
concern

a/ piping systems /large diameters/,
b/ regeneration systems /usually several regenerators already

in the HP section of a nuclear plant turbine and only behind this
section in conventional turbines/,

c/ interstage reheater /offen double reheat; specially desig-
ned reheaters with water separators/,

d/ mass of rotors / greater number of casings/,
e/ rotational speed of rotors /I500 r/min in European turbines

and 1800 r/min in American ones/. <
However, despite of the listed above constructional differences/
we can assume analogous structure of reactor- and boiler-turboset
plant models for the needs of a comparative analysis* The differen-
ces between the models will concern parameters of some their com-
ponents. These will be discussed in the following sections.
2; DESCRIPTION OF A CONTROL SYSTEM MODEL OF A REACTOR- AND

BOILER-TURBOSET PLANT
Figure 1 shows the common structure of a l i n e a r model of a r e -

ac tor - and b o i l e r - t u r b o s e t p lant control system; the symbol 8 de-
notes the steam generator / b o i l e r / , T - the turboset , RB - the
steam generator / b o i l e r / c o n t r o l l e r , . RT - the turboset c o n t r o l l e r .
2.1 The model of a steam generator / b o i l e r /

Figure 1 shows a block diagram of the b o i l e r /steam generator/
model [ 2 ] . Part icular blocks denote: 1 - furnace /nuc lear reactor
i n a reactor- turboset plant/' with an evaporator, 2 - steam accumu-
l a t i o n capaci ty of a evaporator, 3 - steam pressure l o s s e s i n l i v e
steam piping system, 4. - steam accumulation capacity of a primary
reheater and that of a piping system between the steam generator
and the turbine i n a reactor- turboset p lant without the primary
reheat .

The l e t t e r symbols denote the fol lowing s i g n a l s : F - r e l a t i v e
change of the input s igna l to the b o i l e r or nuclear / a disturban-
ce or a s igna l from the operator / , G - r e l a t i v e flow change of
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steam, p -relative steam pressure change; with subscript B deno-
ting the boiler /reactor/.

The values of the transfer function parameters of the described
above boiler /steam generator/ model, corresponding to modelling
investigations, are shown in Table 1. The parameters of the fossil
fuel drum boiler OP-650, co-operating with a 200 MW turbine [2]are
presented in the row 1, examplary parameters of an oil fuel flow
boiler [2] are given in the row 2 and the estimated parameters of a
PWR steam generator of reactor-turboset plants in the row 3.

I t is worthwhile to notice the basic difference in the steam ac-
cumulation capacity T, between conventional boilers and steam gene-
rators of reactor-turboset plants. The time constant of accumulated
steam, Tz is several times lower in reactor-turboset plants than in
oil fuel flow boilers and an order of magnitude smaller than In fos-
sil fuel drum boilers. Thus a disturbance in turbine generation
/change of power/ or in heat supply leads to faster changes of the
steam pressure at the turbine inlet in case of reactor- than boiler-
-turboset plants. This is an important factor from the point of view
of regulation characteristics.

significant differences between time constant 7̂  of the primary
reheater accumulated steam in conventional boilers and steam genera-
tors of reactor-turboset plants are due to no or slight primary rehe-
at of reactor-turboset plants,
2.2. Turboset models.

Particular blockes in figure 1 denote: 6 - steam volume before
HP section of turbine, 7 - HP section of a turbine/ k HP denotes
power fraction of HP section, 8 - secondary reheater, 9 - steam vo-
lume before LP section, 10 - LP stage, 11. - turboset rotor, 12 -
damping moment of a synchronous generator, 13 - decelerating moment
of a generator. The following signals in figure 1 denote relative
change of: f - power systEm frequency, m - valve position before HP
section, P - turboset power, cJ - turboset rotor angular speed whe*
re subscript Tcorresponds to the turboset.

Parameter volues assumed in the turboset model are presented in
table 1.

The characteristic feature of a reactor turboset is the much
smaller time constant of the secondary reheater (Tg) and the much hig-
her time constant of the turboset rotor ( rt1) . One can expect these
differences to cause significant differences in regulation charac-
teristics of the discussed turboset types.

Regeneration system of a turbine has been omitted in the turbo-
set model. However, i t has a small effect on regulation characte-
ristics of turbines.

3 . COMPARISON BETWEEN BOILER AND REACTOR-TURBOSET PLANTS

Partial comparative investigations of regulation characteristics
of reactor- and boiler-turboset plants were carried out; Figure
2b shows, for instance, turboset power ^- transients as a responce
to a unit step signal acting onto control valves of a turbine, with-
out controller action, in reactor- /curve R / and fossil fuel drum
boiler-turboset plants /curve DB / . Constant, steam pressure at the
turbine inlet has been assumed. Figure 2b reflects the differences
between control characteristics following from the differences in
the reactor- and boiler-turboset structure. The boiler-turboset
power follows much more slowly the control signal due to the time
constant of the secondary reheater in this turboset being much
higher than that of vapour separator in a reactor-turboset.

Due to the some reasons the angular speed, co , transients in a
reactor-turboset plant shown about two times higher deviations from
the steady state value than those in a boiler-turboset plant and
moreover - weakly damped oscillations - in Fig. 4a#
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Figi 2a shows the turboset power PT transients as a response
to a step signal of fuel supply rate Fa in fossil fuel drum
boiler-turboset plant /curve BB /t oil fuel flow boiler-turboset
plant /curve FB / and reactor-turboset plant /curve R / .

The fastest power increase response takes place in a reactor-
-turboset which archives the steady state most quickly. The fos-
sil fuel boiler-turboset plant archives the steady state after a
6 times longer period than a reactor turboset and a two times lon-
ger period than an oil fuel flow boiler-turboset plant. This is
caused mainly by the differences in the accumulation time constant
of the named above three types of turboset plants,

4 . OPTIMIZATION OP THE STEAM GENERATOR (BOILER) CONTROLLER PARA-
METERS

In the frames of i n i t i a l and comparative i n v e s t i g a t i o n s , we op-
timized the parameters of a steam generator / b o i l e r / and a tu rbose t
c o n t r o l l e r in autonomous c i r c u i t s . Due to the some reasons no l i m i -
t a t i o n were imposed upon the cont ro l system s t a b i l i t y margin, the
overshoot of turbine con t ro l valves o r the i n l e t steam pressure drop.

The parameters of the steam generator c o n t r o l l e r t r a n s f e r fun-
c t ion were optimized with r e spec t to the r e l a t i v e s ignal Fg / t h e
change of fuel flow/ - see Figure 1, assuming the c r i t e r i o n

JJQJQ Iprldt - minimum
The investigation described further on has been carried out in a
reactor- and fossil fuel drum boiler-turboset plant. The optimal
parameters of the steam generator controller transfer function e-
quel Xs" 40; 40 and 7$ =500; 100s in the boiler- and reactor-turboset
plant, respectively.

The parameters of the turboset power controller were opitized
with respect to a step signal of the set power value* correspon-
ding to a step change of frequency, f , in the primary regulation
of the electric power system. The discontinuous step change of an

•f signal during the optimization investigations Mounted 4 %.
The condition r°°

I I pr~ p Re.fl dt •= minimum
•>o

was adopted as an optimality criterion of the transfer function
parameters of a turboset power controller. The time constant of the
operative section of the controller was assumed to be equal Tts - 0.5s
and the parameters K14 and T14 were optimieed. The optimal va-
lues of these parameters for a boiler- and reactor-turboset plant
appeared to be equal

/ C f 4 = 2.0 t 15 , T =0.2} 0.5s,
respectively, '
_ . COMPARISON BETWEEN THE CONTROL SYSTEMS OP A BOILER- AND A

REACTOR-TURBOSET PLANT

The model of an a u t o m a t i c f requency and power c o n t r o l sys tem
of a reactor- and a fessll fuel drum boiler-turboset plant was
investigated with respect to a frequency, f , jump in the electric
power system which affects the turboset generator and the desi-
red turboset power P Ref •

Figures 3a# b show the response of the turboset power PT and
the position, m , of the turbines control valves to a drop in the
frequency f of the electric power system. In the control system
of reactor - turboset plant there occur much higher turboset-over-
shoots as well as weakly damped oscillations of the turboset po-
wer and position of the turbine control valves. The inlet steam
pressure, pT , transiets are accompanied by slightly higher ampli-
tude and c.a. five times higher oscillation frequency in a reactor-
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than in a boiler-turboset plant - Pig. 5, During turboset angu*
lar speed, «o , transients in a reactor-turboset plant under con-
ditions discussed above there accur weakly damped oscillations
with a high initial amplitude - Pig. 4b.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The structure of a reactor-turboset plant model is analogous
to that of a boiler-turboset plant. However, there exist signifi-
cant differences in the transfer function parameters of some model
components. These cause the differences in the course of turboset
plant control characteristics and hence-various requirements con-
cerning the turboset-plant controller from the point of view of
electric power system frequency and power regulation.

Up to now the boiler-turboset plants usually contribute to the
frequency and power regulation of an electric power system by the
so called "driving turbine" control. This implies that a control
signal /corresponding to a change in the electric power system fre-
quency and power/ acts on the turbine control valves; the boiler
adjusts i ts power to the turboset power. This type control signal
action has been applied in the comparative investigations, discus-
sed above. However, the "driving turbine" control of a reactor-
-turboset plant appears to be undesirable due to excessive over-
shoots and the oscillations of the turboset power and angular speed
as well as those of the turbine control valves. One should search
for another structure of an automatic control of a reactor-turboset
plant from the viewpoint of i ts contribution to the regulation of
the electric power system frequency and power.

Reactor-turboset plants respond very quickly /with a turboset
power signal/ to a control signal acting on the change of the ener-
gy supply rate /change of the fuel rods position/ which is in con-
trary to the boiler-turboset plants. Hence, one could consider a
"driving boiler" control of a reactor-turboset plant from the point
of view of i ts contribution to the electric power system control
/in general, such regulation is unsatisfying in boiler-turboset
plants/. However,one can expect the control signal acting both on
the turboset /turbine control valves/ and the steam generator / e-
nergy supply rate/ with appropriatly chosen amplification ratios
and signal shaping conponents to be most suitable,
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Pig. 1 Block diagram of conventional or nuclear power plant
control system, B - boiler or evaporator /in nuclear
plant/, T -turboset, /?s- boiler or evaporator controller,
Rr - turboset controller

"T»M£'(sec) ()
Fig. 2 Unit-step response of turboset power to fuel flow fa),

and regulation valve position (b) tDB -drum boiler plant,
F8 - flow boiler plant, R - reactor plant
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Pig. Unit>step response of turboset power (a) and regulation val-
ve position (h) to power system frequency drop, D8 - drum
boiler plant, R - reactor plant

*> TIME (sec)

TIME (sec)

Fig. 4 Unit-step response of turboset angular speed to regulation
valve position in open loop (a) and to power system frequ-
ency drop In closed loop (b) , DB - drum boiler plant, R -
reactor plant
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Fig. 5 Unit-step response of live steam pressure to power syrtem
frequency drop, J3B - drum boiler plant, R - reactor
plant

Table 1.

fossil fuel
drum boiler-
turboset

oil fuel flow
boiler-turboset

reactor-turboset

To

20

5

3

T,

100

50

30

Tz

200

100

30

T4

50

50

3

w

6

6

6

0.2

0.2

0.3

0.5

15

6

0.2

0.2

8

18

z

25

25

.002

.002
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COMPARISON OF MATHEMATICAL MODELS
FOR OVERSPEED CALCULATIONS OP SATURATED

STEAM TURBINES

:• Introduction
"Me necessity of knowlege of overspeed characteristics of

:; 'tiir;-it<vi nt^am turbines for nuclear power stations causes that
the problem of mathematical modelling of relevant processes has
been considered by several authors e.g. [1,2,3]. In spite of
their Vc?riety the mathematical models for overspeed calculations
of saturated' steam turbines can be divided into two groups.
The basic model for the first (I) group was given by Traupel[4j.
The Traupel's model deals with superheated steam turbines
therefore it has been appropriately modified e.g. by Timm [5]
and Burkner \.6~\. Models of this group can be used practically
only for analysis of shut down processes(specialized models).
To solve the subject under consideration more general(and more
complex j, mathematical models can be also utilized e.g. the one
presented in [3,7]. Models of this the second {II) group make
possible to analize a number of various transient processes of
saturated steam turbines. In the paper it has been presented
the comparison of both groups of models and discussed the diffe-
rences in obtained results of calculations.

2. General assumptions of mathematical models

The rise in rotational speed of saturated steam turbines
after load rejection is resulted in work done by steam entering
the turbine during the period of valves closing,stored in the
turbine flow-part and in the moisture separator-reheater units
as well as by steam from evaporation of water enclosed in
turbine and moisture separator. Therefor adequate mathematical
model should allow to take into account all these elements of
work with change of turbine stages efficiency and parameters
of steam in flow part under transient conditions included.

The analysis of process considered motivates introduction
of the following simplifying assumptions, applied in all models:

- in volumes analysed steam and water are in the state of
thermodynamic equilibrium,

- flow phenomena in the turbine stages as far more "fast" then
storage phenomena can be considered as quasi steady state.

The introduction of these assumptions allows fu%her to consider
mainly the "accumulation" volumes appropriately seperated in
the turbine flow part (fig.ij and in moisture separator-reheater
unit. To these volumes it is conventionally attributed storage
of steam and water and also evaporation processes.
Main difference between two groups of mathematical models consi-
dered resolves itself into the way of discription of process
occuring in accumulation volumes.

3. Main equations of accumulation volume model

In I group of models [5K63 the accumulation volume (fig. i)
is described by mass balance equation _••>
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where M denotes mass of steam in volume considered, t - time,
G - mass rate of flow, subscripts are explained in fig.1,
completed with equation of polytropic process

where v denotes specific volume, p - pressure, m - constant
polytropio exponent. .
Amount of evaporated water G . (in e«.1) is determined from the
relation ». a)i^\ »

x~Vi"-h' \dpl cTt (3/

where PL-ft) denotes mass of water exuded in volume considered,

h
ii «

h - enthalpy, h - h - latent heat.
Additionaly it should be given here the function 1^ « f (t) or

) in equation (3) as well as polytropic exponent in equation
(2). These questions have been discussed in point 4.
In II group of models L3J17J the accumulation volume (fig.1,
fig.2) is conventionally divided into two parts: subvoiume W
filled with steam and subvoiume W filled with water. Between
subvolumes mass and heat can be transfered. Bach subvoiume is
discribed by mass and heat balance equations i.e. for the steam
subvoiume

for the water subvoiume

where G - and G o denote mass rate of flow of water separated in
the form of film and removed by drain off devices respectively,
Q - heat transported to water film from the metal.
Equations ( 4 - 7 / are suplemented by relation

WpirW^^W* cons* (8)

4. Criticism of simplifying assumptions of I group of models
The main simplifying assumption of I group of models is

statement that transient process in the accumulation volume can
be described by politropic equation (2) with constant exponent.
It should be noted here that there is practically lack of possi-
bilities of verification of this assumption and determination of
unknown value of exponent m in measuring way while mathematical
models of II group as more general can be successfully used for
this purpose.

In this connection the process of full load rejection of
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turbine of similar construction as 220 MW of EUGT (USSR) has
been analysed with the use of model [31[73. In the result of com-
putations it has been determined the variation in time of poli-
tropic exponent value for accumulation volumes of the turbin
(fig.3/. The value of exponent is practically the same for all
volumes with superheated steam in IP part of turbine and changes
in the range of 0,1fi - 1,24. For volumes with wet steam the con-
sidered values are similary the same with the range of 0,28- 1,08.
It is seen from fig.3 that value of exponent m changes very in-
tensively in the initial part of process, corresponded with the
period of turbine valve.closing and after that time becomes
practically fixed. In the case of superheated steam the fixed
value of ra is similar as proposed by Traupel C4l while in the case
of wet steam stabilizes at the level between BurMner's [63 and
Tiram's [5J sufestions.

In I group of models it is also needed to know the function
() flf6gp

H in equation (3) but there is the shortage of data e.g. f
The course of the functions M = f (p") for seperate volumes of HP
part of turbine analysed have been shown in fig.4 as result of
calculations with the use of model of II group L7] . The functions
M are different for individual volumes but it is possibility to
transform them into general form, common for all volumes,how it
is seen fig 5.

4. Comparison of computation result obtained with the use of both

models groups

For the turbine mentioned above it has been calculated the
overspeed process after full load rejection with the use of both
models groups. The I model has had exponents m and functions H_
such as in fig. 4 and 5. The comparison of variations in time of
rotational speed has been presented in fig.6 and changes of
prensure in volume before the governor stage of the turbine - in
fig.7. It is seen a good agreement in peak speed with differen-
cies of periods of time after which peak occures. In the phase
of intensive lowering of pressure the differencies is results
attain to ^0% while in the last part of cycle considerably
decrease.

The comparison of calculation result received with the use
of both mathematical model groups considered has indicated that
the I models group allows for proper determining of peak speed
after load rejection when proper values of coefficients are
utilized. S'/hereas the transient values of rotational speed and
others parameters are burdened with errors. Modeles of II group,
as more general and complex, require grater times of calculations
and grater loading of computer store.
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Josef Drahy, Ing . , CSc
Concern Enterprise §KODA, Plzen, CSSR

CONTEMPORARY STATE-OF-THE-ART AJflD'PRODUCTION OF

STEAM TUHBTNES-

At the beginning of this paper let us call to our minds

the fact that the beginning of production of steam turbines

in the Concern; Enterprise &CODA Plzen ie dating back to the

beginning of this century. As early as 1903 the SKODA Works

started cooperation with the outstanding French professor Ra-

teau who placed at their disposal perfect documentation for

the calculation and construction of steam turbines of the im-

pulse type which were very perfect for that time. Based on

this documentation, the §KDDA Works built for their own power

plant the first steam turbine having an output of 550 hp, ope-

rating in the saturated steam region at 9»25 ata pressure and

a speed of 3,000 rpm in a single-casing arrangement. In sub-

sequent years due to improved parameters of inlet steam when

it became necessary to cope with larger isoentropic gradients

a transition to double-casing arrangement and a speed of l,50C

rpm was adopted* There were built 37 turbines of the system

Rateau having maximum output of 2,000 hp.

Since 1911 SKODA turbines were constructed according to

a design of their own, reverting back to the speed of 3,000 rpm»

Further progress in the construction of SKODA steam turbines

was influenced by two important circumstances:

D a metallurgical basis of their own, ensuring the production

of forgings and castings, as well as the development of new

types of material, especially high-temperature and blading

materials

2) research base of their own* As early as 1930 due to re-

search made into an experimental steam turbine, partial

steam inlet in turbine stages with relatively short blades

was introduced and an optimum blade length was determined*

This permitted the construction of small and medium power

turbines with less stages while maintaining high thermody-

namic efficiency*
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After World War II, through an important decision, the

production of turbines in Czechoslovakia was distributed among

three steam turbine manufacturers in such a way that the SKODA

Works began to construct, on a specialized basis, steam turbi-

nes of 50 IN and more.

Production characteristic of §K0DA steam turbines*

From the mid-fifties such production characteristic

has settled to a pattern according to which one half of the

production is intended for export to a number of countries,

the other half is intended for the construction of steam power

stations in Czechoslovakia* In the production there exists the

so-called supporting type accounting for about 50 per cent of

annual output, the other 50 per cent are special types of

steam turbines e.g. for combined electric power and heat sup-

ply where the heat is used for centralized long-distance heat-

ing of housing estates, industrial processes and for de-salting

of sea water.

The supporting type was subsequently represented by the

following condensing steam turbines:

55 MW without steam reheating (56 units produced)

- 110 MW with steam reheating (so far 70 units produced)

- 220 MW with steam reheating (so far 30 units produced).

At present the supporting type in production is the

2 20 MWturbine operating in the saturated steam region and in-

tended for nuclear power stations with a 440 MW light-water

reactor. So far 14 units of this type have been produced;

another 14 units are under construction.

After 1990 the supporting type in production will be the

1,000 MW turbine operating in the saturated steam region for

nuclear power stations with pressurized-water reactors de-

signed for full speed, i.e. 3,000 rpm. The first unit of this

type will be in production from 1985*

Condensing steam turbines.

In the construction of §KODA steam turbines there is ap-

plied the "unit-built" conception, where unite of various types

and outputs consist, to the maximum degree possible, of con-
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gruous parts and (mechanical) assemblies, or they are geomet-
trically alike. This makee it possible to reduce the necessary
research and development work and make maximum uee of operat-
ion experience, A series of outputs for condensing steam tur-
bines operating at 3,000 rpm has been chosen thus:

110 - 200 - 500 MW
with steam reheating, for conditions of inlet steam 12»7 to
16,2 MPa, 535/535 °C. The design of these turbines contains
a number of elements which are important with regard to ther-
mal economy of operation as well as operating flexibility.
They include:
- double-shell design of HP cylinders and IP parts operating
in high temperature region

- placing of emergency trip valves and control valves of HP
and IP parts in compact blocks, symmetrically on both sides
of the turbine

- reversing of the direction of the steam flow after partial
expansî t in spacious cylinders of the IP part, possibly also
of the HP part

- drilling of a larger diameter in the central shaft of the
rotors of the HP and IP parts in order to attain smaller
thickness of the rotor walls.

An electronic-hydra^ic control system with the possibility
of connecting to an automated turbine control is used from out-
put of 200 MW upwards.

The double-flow LP parts differ in dimensions according
to blade length of the LP end stage, A range of blade lengths
has been chosen thus:

570 - 625 - 715 - 840 - 1,050 mm.
In Czechoslovakia a system of keeping record of operating

reliability of 110 MW and 200 MW steam turbines has been intro-
duced. The main parameter is the so-called breakdown outage,
i,e, the number of hours of unavoidable shutdowns caused by
the turbine, Thijrty-nine pieces of 110 MW and 19 pieces of
200 MW turbines are on the record. Although the 110 MW turbines
that were first put into operation have by far. exceeded the
calculated service life, i,e, 100,000 hours, the medium break-
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down outage of the 110 MW and 200 MW units is less then 0.2
per cent, i.e. 17.5 hours/year (if figuring in terms of 8,760
operating hours per year). The actual service life of these
turbines is determined individually on the basis of metallo-
graphic analyses of selected specimens of the turbine casing
and rotor testing by flaw detection.

Condensing; 5.00 MW steam̂  turbine.

The last member of the output series of the condensing
steam turbines to be realized is the four-cylinder 500 MW
turbine, designed for inlet steam parameters 16.2 MPa, 535/
5 35 °C and for cooling-water temperature of 22 °C# When making
use of the absorption capacity of the turbine it allows a con-
tinuous overload up to 525 MW. ItHis intended' for frequent,
quick starting and loading, i.e. for twoshift operation and
for frequency and output control of the distributing system.
Cross section through the 500 MW steam turbine is shown in
Fig, 1.

The regenerating system of the turboset consists of 4
low-pressure heaters arranged in one branch, of a deaerator
and two high-pressure heaters arranged in two branches.

The 500 MW block is operated with sliding pressure, the
turbine is equipped with throttliag control with a full steam
inlet to the first stage of the HP part.
The HP part of the turbine is a geometrically enlarged model
of the HP part of the 200 MW turbine. The double-flow IP part
is designed as a unit-built system of a new concept. It con-
sists of 8 stages in each of the two symmetrical flows. Com-
posite LP rotors with 6 stages in each flow consist of indi-
vidual bladed wheels, fitted on while warm to the rotor shaft
in vertical position. The end stage blade of the LP part is
840 mm long and is identical with the end blade of the 200 MW
and 220 MW turbines operating in the saturated steam region.
According to the results of dynamic stress measurements under
abnormal operating conditions, this stage can be continuously
operated without danger of breakdowns even at a decreased^rre-
quency down to 48.5 Hz, for a limited time down to 46.5 Hz.
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The Electronic-hydraulic control system in the hydrau-

lic part ie derived from the 200 MW units. It contains speed

control, output control and control of HP and LP by-pass sta-

tions. It allows to control the speed and output gradient

(while the output gradient is corrected by the heat stress)

to control temperature gradient when running up to speed ac-

cording to heat stresses. The turbcset accessories as, for

instance, the oil system, turning devices, excitation of the

alternator, etc. have their own automatic systems of single

function groups. Superior both to these automatons and the

electronic control is the turbine automatic system called the

TURBOSTEP. It is intended for automatic control of starting

the turboset from standstill to the rated output and, conver-

sely, of shutting down to the operating speed of the turning

gear.

To drive the main feed pump of the 500 MW block, a con-

densing steam turbine designed for operation within 30 to 100

per cent of the rated speed, is used. The inlet steam for this

turbine is the steam extracted from the uncontrolled extract-

ing point of the main turbine at 0.58 MPa, 275 °C, the "re-

serve" steam extracted from the cold branch of the piping of

the reheater haa a pressure of 2 MPa and a temperature of

365 ° C The rated turbine output is 13.7 MW (17.5 MW max.),

.the rated speed is 5,080 rpm.

The initial period of operation of the 500 MW block at

the power station Melnik III was contracted as supplier's

pilot plant and a number of research and development measu-

rements were carried out at that time on all the block equip-

ment including the steam turbine. The results were reported

to the Czechoslovak technical public at a special seminar.

Extraction condensing turbines and back—pressure

Steam turbines with steam reheating intended for combined

supply of electric power and heat are preferentially exported

by §KODA to abroad. Predominating are steam turbines supplying

heat in hot water for centralized supplying of population,
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administration offices, and hotels with heat, to a lesser de-

gree, steam turbines with heat supply for de-salting of sea

water, and for the industry. The parameters of the inlet steam

conform to the corresponding parameters in condensing steam

turbines of identical output class. The control organ for the

135 MW turbine with controlled low-pressure steam extraction

is the control swivel diaphragm situated in the flow section

of the LP part, in turbines of larger output the control or-

gan is the butterfly throttles between the IP and LP part*

The 135 MW units can serve as an example of extraction

condensing turbines operated in the thermal power plants in

Copenhagen and Bucharest (altogether 6 units)* When coupling

two stages to warm up heating water to 120 °C they attain a

a maximum output of 198 MW.

Further we can name the back-prejsure 114 MW turbine

with|steam reheating for heating plants - two units of this

type are in operation in the heating plant at Hanasaari B -

the capital of Finland. The parameters of the inlet steam are

14#5 MPa, 535/535 °C, heating output 145 MWt at two-stage heating

from 55 °C up to 90 °C, 120 °C as a maximum. The appropriate

back pressure of the turbine ranges between 0.03 to 0,2 MPa,

In all, the two turbosets produced 1,149 GWh of electric power

and 2,674 GWh of heat at fuel utilization of 86,7 per cent in

1983 /I/.

Finally, an example of extraction condensing turbine for

de-salting sea water are the two 150/180 MW units delivered

to the power station Urn All Nar West in the United Arab Emi-

rates, designed for the following inlet steam parameters:

13#6 MPa, 520/520 °C and allowing steam extraction amounting

to 198#8 MW at a back pressure of 0.3 MPa,

In Czechoslovakia the condensing 110 MW turbines with

exceeded calculated service life will be gradually replaced

by updated turbines having decreased rated heat consumption

and allowing steam extraction for heating plant purposes up

to 150 MWt, with three-stage warming-up of heating water from

70 °C to above 150 °C, The first updated units will be produced

in 1985. Also conversion of some condensing 200 MW turbines
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into heating plant turbines is being prepared. By replacing
the IP part for a new one it will be possible to extract heat
from the turbine amounting to 211 MW^.

Structure af reae^r^th into steam, turbines in Czechoslovak-i E>.»

The §KODA manufacturing plant ensures in its own research
laboratory approximately one third of the necessary research
work an<3 is concerned with the research on testing stands with
great power demands* The other two thirds are contracted with
external cooperating organizations such as:
- SKODA Central Research Institute, especially in the field

of development of new materials and in the research of me-
chanical character (e.g. rotors and blades)

- National Research Institute for Machine Design in fields
such as aerodynamics, static and dynamic strength, thermal
field, research into wet steam flow

- Institute of Thermomechanics, Czechoslovak Academy of Sci-
ences, especially in the research into cascades at high flow
speeds, non-stationary effects, and flow
excited vibrations

- Technical Universities, e.g. Technical University of Plzen
(Research into turbine stages on a model turbine) and Czech
Technical University of Prague (research into diagnostic
methods)„

Turbines operating in the saturated atê /fl region for nuclear
power stations with pressurized—water reactors.

Further development of power engineering in Czechoslovakia
is based on the construction of nuclear power stations with
pressurized-water reactors with the unit power of the reactor
440 MW and 1,000 MW, Czechoslovakia being the producer of both
the primary and the secondary section of these power stations*
Gradually there will be put into operation altogether 24 turbines
§KODA operating in the saturated steam region for the 12 blocks
containing 440 MW reactors allocated to three nuclear power
stations. The first among them have already been several years
in operation, the remaining ones are in th« production stage,
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in the stage of assembly or in the preparation for putting

into operation.

Practically from all of these 24 220 MW turbines heat

will be extracted for warming-up of heating water in a centra-

lized long-distance heating plant. The heat supply to a distan-

ce of 48 km from the nuclear power station is considered. The

last of the 24 turbines mentioned will enable to extract steam

from heating plants in amounts up to 150 MW+»

A three-cylinder 220 MW turbine is designed for inlet

saturated steam at a pressure of 4*32 MPa (temperature about

256 °C), absorption capacity 1,356 t/h, speed 3,000 rpm and

the rated temperature of cooling water 20 °C. It is equipped

with throttling control with full steam inlet along the peri-

phery of the first stage. Behind the double-flow HP section

there is arranged a moisture separator and a double-stage

steam heater, both LP stages are nearly identical with the

two LP stages of a 500 MW turbine for a conventional power

station, the LP end stage blade S40 mm long is quite identical*

A turbine operating in the saturated steam region of the

next output stage, i.e. 1,000 MW, again for speed 3,000 rpm,

is being introduced into manufacture. It is designed for inlet

steam 6,2 MPa and for absorption capacity of 1,683»3 kg.s""

(6,060 t/h). A cross section of a four-cylinder turbine con-

sisting of a double-flow LP sections is in Fig. 2* The turbine

permits extraction for a heating plant amounting to 893 MWt,

at three-stage warming-up of heating water from 60 °C to 150 °C.

In the turbine there is used a new concept of double-flow

LP parts with four stages in each flow having the rotors welded

from individual discs and end parts. The welded rotor has an

overall length of 9 m and a maximum diameter of 1,850 mm.

The new blade for the LP end stage is designed in two

variants: in the free blade variant the blade

is 1,085 mm long, in the variant with links

the length is 1,050 mm.

Cooperation §KQDA - Alsthom-Atlantique.

In 1983 an agreement about cooperation between §KODA and

the French Alsthom-Atlantique was signed. It consists of

1) licence agreement according to which Alsthom-Atlantique
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will place at §K0DA'B disposal data necessary for the ma-
nufacture of new types of steam turbines and accessories
up to 300 MW output and more for conventional power stations

t) scientific and technological cooperation directed above all
to partial utilization of the §KODA research potential
for the solution to research problems of Alsthom-Atlantique

3) agreement about productive cooperation of the two firms
in the third markets.

This agreement enables Concern Enterprise &CODA to obtain
reference data for the manufacture of units expecially of the
output class 300 MW and 600 MW and to concentrate its own re-
search capacities on turbines operating in the saturated steam
region for nuclear power stations and also on special types
of steam turbines up to 300 MW output intended for export,

REFERENCES

/I/ E# Jeffs: Soviet gas imports spur CHP projects in

Finland - Cogeneration, July - August 1984, pp.24-26
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Pig. 2 - Cross section through four-cylinder 1,000 MW steam

turbine operating in the saturated stean region,

speed 3,000 rpn


